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An 'act' of audacity 
o PoliticalJy-charged student finds effort to question Patriot Act an uphill battle 
By Jeff Danna 
News Elitor 
I t's I :30 p.m. on May 10 and Samantha Hamlin is sining in the Hokin Gallery fretting over 
her notes about the USA Patriot 
Act that are scribbled in a spiral 
notebook. In three-and-a-half 
hours, she will present the Student 
Government Association with her 
proposal for a resolution on behalf 
of Columbia's students that pub-
licly opposes the 2001 act designed 
to help the U.S. government fight 
terrorism. 
She will have just five minutes to 
convince the SGA thai her proposi-
tion warrants support. 
Her campaign is something of a 
longshot. Even though she, like 
other free speech advocates, 
believes the Patriot Act allows the 
government (00 much access to 
people's personal lives, there is no 
guarantee the SGA will agree and 
back her efforts. On top of that, 
Hamlin is running out of time lhis 
year to make her case for a resolu-
tion. 
"I would like to put more time 
into this. but lhe reason I' m speak-
ing to the student government so 
soon is because lhey ' re gelting 
ready to have elections, and I kind 
of started this late," said Hamlin, a 
freshman fllm major. "Because of 
elections, they couldn' t speak to me 
any date after today." 





o Default champions 
plan for future growth 
By Alan J. Baker 
AssOOa~E<ltor 
Closing out lhe season with their 
best record in team history is a 
rewarding experience for the 
Columbia Coyotes. but the team is 
now stepping back up to lhe plate 
in an effort to get more students 
involved with Columbia's only 
established sports team. 
At a meeting on May 11 in the 
HUB, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., 
Coyote President Chris Schroeder 
met wilh players Marty Headrick 
and Mimi Hall , Coyote game 
announcer Brian Matos and M ike 
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member of the on-campus. progres-
sive student political organization 
On the Ground. and a couple olhcr 
members of the group have been 
spending lheir free time in front of 
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 
S. Wabash Ave .• collecting the sig-
natures of students, staff and facul-
ty who support the proposed reso-
lution. 
While Hamlin and her cohorts 
are dedicated to passing a resolu-
tion, the Columbia community is 
divided on lhe issue of whether it is 
the SGA's place to be involved in 
such an act and whether an ami -
Patriot Act declaration can in flu -
ence government 's dec isions 
regarding the law. 
Despite these co ncerns, even 
COllege fac ulty orga ni zations and 
16 student organizat io ns from 21 
schools have approved decla ra-
tions oppos ing the Patriot Act. 
T hese co lleges include the 
U ni ve rsi ty of Cali fo rni a a t 
Berkeley and the Univers ity o f 
Wisconsin , which is representcd 
by an outside organi zation made 
up of student s from UW schools. 
A lso , 379 communi ties-cities 
and states-have passed resolu-
tions, includ ing Chicago, Ne w 
York and Los Angeles. Five of 
these communiti es arc located in 
Illinois . 
Her project began as an assign-
ment for her Human Rights class, 
which required that she organize a 
campaign focused on promoting 
civil liberties. 
She had been fo llowing the con-
troversy surrounding the Patriot 
Act's alleged effects on Americans' 
civil liberties since Congress 
passed it shortly after 9/ 11 on Oct. 
26. 200 1. and under the circum-
stances, she decided to make the act 
the focus of her class project and a 
task fo r On the Ground. 
' ''This is not just something I'm 
doing for a class: ' Hamlin said . 
''Thi s is something I' m passionate 
about as well. and it's something I 
knew [On the Groundl would be 
passionate about. They thought it 
was a very excellent idea. so we 
decided to go full -fledged." 
A political past 
Poli tics have been a part of 
Hanllin's life since she was a child 
growing up with her parents in 
Roanoke, Va. Her mother published 
an infonnation booklet about the 
Historic Gainesboro district of the 
city, and Hamlin often accompanied 
her mother to protests, city council 
meetings and other political events. 
Eventually. Hamlin began research-
ing public policy issues and acquir-
ing the infonnation necessruy to 
become an acti vist herself. 
She came to Columbia wilh the 
ambition to become a political doc-
umentary filmmaker. 
" I guess I graduated from high 
Chris Schroeder, president of the Columbia Coyotes and the 
team's catcher, discusses ways to encourage student involve-
ment with the team 
Flavin, head of recruiting. to dis-
cuss what should be done next year 
to draw more students to the 
games. 
"We want to bui ld the student 
co mmunity w ith our baseba ll 
tcam," Schroeder said. "Most stu -
dents don' t know there is a team." 
O ne optio n discussed at the 
meeting was broadcasting next sea-
son's games on Columbia's WCRX 
radio station. According to Matos, 
a radio broadcasti ng major, it 's just 
a matter o f getting radio students 
out of the classroom and into the 
field, litera lly. 
" If we have our stuff together, it 
would be relatively easy to broad-
cast," Matos said . "Our station has 
covered games fo r UIC basketball , 
I don' t see why we can't do it for 
our own Coyotes." 
Matos added that if there was 
so me re<lson the game coul dn 'l 
broadcast live. there is always the 
poss ibi lity o f a time delay or post-
See Coyotes, Page 3 
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Enn MashlThe ChronICle 
Samantha Hamlin, a member of the student activist group On the 
Ground, expresses her concerns about the USA Patriot Act to the 
Student Government Association May 10. 
school and I fe lt a strong need to 
know what [ was talking about, 
because I wanted to go out and 
share with other people," Hamlin 
said. "A lot of the people in my 
high school just were completely 
apathetic to everything going on 
around us." 
Community activism 
Hamlin 's current project 
stemmed from a campaign she 
stumbled upon while researching 
the Patriot Act. While poking 
around the website of the American 
See Resolution, Page 6 
School prepares for 
early fall start date 
o Students will benefit from changes, officials say 
By Jennife r Sabella 
News Editor 
In <I few weeks. school is offi -
cially out fo r the summer, and 
wh il e graduat ing students w ill 
walk across the commencement 
stage, cont inui ng students shou ld 
mark their calendars because the 
fall semester starts carl y this year. 
After years o f discuss ion and 
planning, Columbi'l's unusual aca-
demic ca lendar is getting a 
makeover <lnd will soon resemble 
the ca lendars of most colleges and 
uni versities nationwide. 
Under the new schedule, f<l ll 
semester cJ' ISSCS w ill beg in 0 11 
Sept. 6, instead of the usual late-
September stan , leav ing rctuming 
students with a lIu ncatcd SUlll Ule r. 
" It 's been .. helll fo ur years in the 
plann ing," s.lid Steve Kapclkc. 
provost and vice pn:sidr.:nl of 'Ka-
dl.! mic affa irs. '1'hc faculty and I 
.Igrced that it wus in the best inter-
est of both the students and the fac-
ulty. But primari ly, it would pro-
vide a more continuous education-
al ex perience for the students so 
that the fi rst semester W<lS not bro-
ken up." 
The main gO<11 with the new 
schedule. according to Kapclke, is 
to strci.lmline the fall semester. 
Generally, Columbia brc;'lks in 
December for two weeks, rctunts 
for a three-week period .md breaks 
for another three weeks after finals. 
Under the new schedule. the fall 
semester will end before the holi -
days and have an uninlcmlptl.!d 
five-week break between semes-
ters. 
"Without question [the change I 
is going to bcne lit student s lremell-
dous ly. With Ollr present academic 
schedule, those three weeks after 
the holiday break when stude nts 
See Calendar, Page 6 
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NEWS & NOTES May 16, 2005 
Andrew Greiner 
T here is a bitter ongoing bal-tle in The Chronicle news-room, and as sad as it is to 
say, I am on the losing side. Il is a 
fight that many can identify with; 
the battle is nothing new. As a 
matter of fact. it is a Chicago tra-
dition. 
It is a battle between Cubs fans 
and Sox fans. And those damn 
Sox fans actually have something 
to talk about this year. 
The newsroom fight hasn't got-
ten physical yet. which is surpris-
ing considering how many brawls 
nonnally break out at U.S. 
Cellular Fie ld. 
No. The Chronicle office battle 
is masked with niceties like. 
"Hey. saw your Cubs the other 
night ... looking sharp. man. 
That LaTTay Hawkins is some-
thin':' 
As a Cubs fan. this type of COT-
diality comes wilh a sting that's 
worse than a South Sider 's left 
hook. I ha ve no relOn. All I can 
do is Sheepishly hand over the 
remote for the newsroom televI-
sion and try to enjoy watching the 
White Sox cream their competi-
tion. I am afraid to watch thb 
year's Wind y City Classic. which 
begins at Wrigley Field thi s 
weekend. because I'm pretty sure 
the Cubs are going to miss some 
of the snotthatthe Sox will 
inevitably beat o ut of them . 
So in order to put a SlOp to all 
the snide remarks. comments. 
OOservalions and musings. I fig-
ure iI's time for me to just come 
clean. 
Alright you guys-and you 
know who you are-here it is : 
The Cubs sti nk and the South 
Siders' kick bUll . No need to tell 
me about the Sox' record or their 
pitching or their lineup, since I 
Editor-in-Chief 
Bleeding blue 
without a Band-Aid 
already know it is better than the 
Cubs, (Does anyone have any 
Peptol-Bismol?) 
The on ly way that I can prevent 
the bile from shooting out of my 
gut after admitti ng to that state-
ment is to look at the silver lining 
that comes from this year's lousy 
cub play. 
At least they are showing their 
losing fonn early in the season 
and I don't have to waste another 
summer biting my nail s, while the 
Cubbies lead me on with above-
average play and toy with my 
emotions only to let me down at 
the last minute . I won't feel any 
heanbreak this summer, because 
the romance isn't developing. It's 
barely even a spring Oing. 
The funny thing is that because 
the Cubs are not-sa-hoI. every-
thing feel s just right in Cubdom. 
as if the last two seasons. wh ich 
had the Cubs in contention. were 
just a dream . The 2003 season. 
the last lime the Cubs made the 
playoffs. is a sweet but fading 
memory. and the idea o f the Cubs 
taking a pennant is once again 
laughable. Ahhh. 
The Cubs arc playing back at 
thei r own level as of late. while 
the men in black are playing OUI 
of theIr minds. For anyone who 
hasn'l been paying attention-
that cou ld be a lot of people. see-
ing as how Ihe Sox usually don't 
get that much attention- the 
South Siders have the best record 
In baseball and are tearing their 
way through the American 
League. They keep putting 
together inspiring winning streaks 
and keep executing. These guys 
are getting it done by employing 
manager Ozzie Guilren's new 
strategy: plaYing small ball. 
The Cubs. on Ihe other hand , 
are getting it done by employing 
a tried and true strategy: playa 
weak outfield, a piss poor 
bullpen, injury-prone starting 
pitchers and a patchwork offense 
fu ll of bench players. 
I'm not alone in calling them 
out; Cubs fans' overall disap-
pointment is clear. A Corncast 
Sponsnet User poll asked fans 
what position needs the most 
improvement on the Cubs. Fifty 
percent sa id that it was Manager 
Dusty Baker. Similarly, a recent 
ESPN.com poll asked its users to 
vote on the most overrated and 
underrated baseball figures: Sixty 
four percent said that Dusty 
Baker is the most overrated man-
ager in the majo r leagues. 
The results of that same ESPN 
po ll. by the way. named Kerry 
Wood. the Cubs oft-maligned ace, 
the most overrated starting pitcher 
with fon y two pe rcent of the 
vote . 
What's worse is that ESPN's 
users voted Mark Buhrle, the 
White Sox ace, as the most 
underrated pitcher in the majors. 
As if the White Sox supponers in 
the office needed any more 
ammunitio n for shooting ho les in 
Cubs fans' egos. 
So c' mon guys, you handful of 
Sox fans. you elated Guillenites, 
let 's call a truce. 
Enjoy your season in the sun. 
because if I know anything about 
Chicago spons , the feeling won't 
las t long . We all know that the 
Sox are better than the Cubs this 
year-it's written all over the 
C ubs ' faces. There's no need to 
rub it in . 
~lgrt!i"er@rI,rolliclemajl. com 
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Supplement A&E 
• Signing off 
As part of Manifest. the Radio 
Department presents its Senior 
Showcase on May 17. The audio 
exhibi ti o n will feature audio 
documentaries and radio produc-
tion of news, sports and more in 
the C33 Gallery. 33 E. Congress 
Parkway. from I p.m. to 3 p.m. 
For more ill/ormatioll. visit 
\1II\'W. wcrx.llet. 
• Poetry party 
The English Department pres-
ents a Columbia Poetry Review 
Reading and Publication Release 
Party on May 19. The party will 
feature readings from the spring 
term contributors to the 
Columbia Poetry Review in the 
Collins Hall of the South 
Campus Building. 624 S. 
Michigan Ave .. at 5:30 p.m. 2005 
Eileen Lannan Poetry Prize win-
ners will a lso be announced. 
For more illformatioll , COlltact 
the £lIglish Departmelll at (312) 
344-8/25. 
• A Journalist speaks 
On May 16, a Colombian jour. 
AccuWcother 7-day 
forecast tor Chicago 
Mosdysumy 
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nalist will speak in the Blum 
Room on the 5th Floor of 
Columbia's library in the South 
Campus Building. 624 S. 
Michigan Ave. The discussion 
will center on the difficult lives 
of reporters and journalists in the 
politically. unstable country. The 
presentation begins at 1 p.m. 
• Premiere Night 
The Television Department 
presents its Premiere Night on 
May 20. The event will feature 
s tudent-run programs such as 
Newsbeat, Out on a Limb. 
Frequency TV and Metro 
Minutes . . 
The screenings will take' place 
on the 15th Floor of the Main 
Campus Building, -6-90 - S. 
Michigan Ave., at &,p;J1l.· -· 
• Literature liquidation 
Columbia's library will hold its 
first annual book sale May 18 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the 3rd 
Floor in the South Campus 
Building. 624 S. Michigan Ave. 
Prices for books will start at 25 
cents . 
For more information. contact 
Carol Gulyas at (3J2) 344-7072. 
If you have 
an upcom-
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CAMpUS NEWS 
Center connects 
students with pros 
o New one-slop-shop encourages portfolio reviews 
By J. Diamond Weathersby 
Staff Writer 
Nestled on the third floor of 
Columbia's Wabash Campus 
Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave., is a 
place dedicated to helping upper-
classmen and recent graduates 
come up with innovat ive, profes-
sional ways to present their work 
samples to prospecti ve employers. 
Established lasl yea r, the 
Portfolio Center offers a host of 
services including severa l pro-
grams and workshops that assist 
students in compi ling a portfolio. of 
their best undergraduate work with 
the purpose of acquiring employ-
ment in their fie ld of study. 
Some of the center's primary 
programs include Show-Off. a port-
fo lio review where students net-
work and get feedback from indus-
try profesSionals about their portfo· 
Iios; Portfolio Sessions, in which 
Columbia alumni visit to discuss 
their portfolios and experiences as 
industry profess ional s; Visiting 
Professionals, in which a profes· 
sional from a selected industry is on 
location one day a week for lO to 
12 weeks of the semester to offer 
career counseling and share his or 
her personal experiences with indi· 
vidual studen ts and classes; 
Archive, an online collection of 
student and alumni portfolios; and 
Portfol io Product ion, in which 
skilled Columbia students are hired 
by the center to help format and 
document the work of graduati ng 
seniors. 
" We have all this talen t at the 
co ll ege," said Tim Long, director 
o f the Portfo lio Center. "We just 
try to help students get thei r port· 
fo lios to a profess ional leve l to 
take to the ir indus try. We act as 
the faci litators, help ing studen ts 
get hooked up with va luable 
resources and people." 
Ron Lipski (lett), a film and video student, shows his portfolio to 
Kirkland Tibbles, CEO and producer of Funny Boy Films, at the 
Portfolio Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
Coyotes eonwlUedjrom Fro'" Page 
ing it online through the team 
website. 
Perhaps one of the more effec-
ti ve ways to carry the team name 
around campus is brand ing a team 
logo among students. Headrick 
said . 
A new logo is on the drawing 
board fo r next season to replace 
the current Columbia College 
double "c." The team decided it 
cou ld ho ld logo des ign con test for 
students. Meanwhile the book· 
store has started selling Columbia 
Coyotes merchand ise. 
Schroeder is al so try ing to 
schedule events during future 
Manifest celebrations, such as a 
barbecue and ball game betwee n 
players and student s. At this 
year's Manifest. the team is hop-
ing to give out T-shirts. 
As support from the student 
body grows. so will the team, 
Schroeder said . 
Within two yea rs Schroede r 
wou ld like to become a Divis ion 
III team, which means on ly 
Columbia students could play. It 
would also make the team el igi ble 
to join the National Club Baseball 
Association, a league consist ing 
of more than 100 teams from 
around the country. 
" It wo uld give [the Coyo tes] a 
guaranteed conference to play in," 
said Sandy Sanderson, president 
of NCBA. "They would be 
placed in the Great Lakes West 
conference, a great opportunity 
fo r their team." 
For a move to the NCBA. the 
team would have to ensure they 
have enough student players fo r 
the next few years. 
"We' ll have to facilitate a team 
for the lo ng term," Schroeder sa id. 
The Coyotes were established 
fi ve years ago as a club baseball 
team, which means anybody with 
Columbia affi liatio n was a llowed 
to join , such as st udents, teachers 
and alumni. 
Since then, the Coyotes ha ve 
been competing against club 
teams from school s such as 
Northwestern Universi ty, DePaul 
Un iversity. University of 
Wiscons i n - Mil wau ke e, 
Northeastern Ill inois Uni vers ity. 
College of Lake County and a 
Navy league team. 
The Coyotes had a rough start 
during their firs t three yea rs, 
walking away wi th eight wins and 
26 losses. During the past two 
years, the team has seen a signifi-
cant turnaround, with 15 victories 
and on ly six losses. 
''The players were really start-
ing to push themse lves to succeed 
and that's great to see," Coyotes 
David MakVThe Chronicle 
Students assemble in the Portfolio Center in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., 
as the Center's staff members explain how students can get their collection of work reviewed by 
various industry professionals. 
The Portfo lio Center staff mem· 
bers also want to emphasize the 
importance of havi ng a quality 
portfolio in tenns of job acquisition 
and career placement. 
"It's really important for students 
to understand how vita l it is for 
them to have a quality, final body of 
work, or portfolio," said Matt 
Green, industry relations coordina-
tor for the Portfolio Center. "It's 
one thing to be talented, but it can 
be another thing to be able to 
encapsula te that through your 
work, to be able to put [work] 
together in a way to get a job." 
Columbia is the only college in 
the nation to have a full-service hub 
like the Portfolio Center, according 
to Kri st in Scott. marketing and 
events coord inator for the center. 
"While other colleges have port-
folio programs, we' re the only col-
lege in the country that offers all of 
these programs and events in o ne 
Coach Antho ny Piccoli sa id . 
"They come out and want to play. 
now that' s really starting to 
show." 
Last season the Coyotes wa lked 
away champio ns of the 
Wi scons in-Ill ino is Basebal l 
Conference tournament, defeating 
Northwestern University. 
Unfort unately, because of 
scheduling confli c ts and exam 
schedules between the partici pat -
ing schools, the 2005 WIBC tour-
nament was ca nceled and the 
Coyotes were crowned champions 
by default, Picco li said . 
Howard Schlossberg, the facul-
ty adv isor for the Coyotes, agrees 
that last year's WISC victo ry 
helped bring the team to the fore-
front and he ho pes it cont in ues to 
grow from here. 
"Sports is considered entertain-
ment. and we are a media , arts and 
entertainment sc hool," 
Schlossberg said. " I think sports 
definite ly fits into Columbia's 
mission." 
Schroeder agreed and is trying 
to use the resources of fellow stu-
dents and friends to help the 
Coyotes become mainstream. 
All Coyote ho me games are 
played at the Uni versity of Ill ino is 
at Chicago's Les Miller Field on 
Roosevelt Road. which is close to 
place," Scott said. 
On a typical day at the Portfolio 
Center, several senior students and 
recent graduates arrive for Show-
Offs, while students of any grade 
level come to browse the online 
archive of portfolios. 
Columbia senior Katie Ricca 
participated in a Show-Off where 
representati ves from Upshot, a 
Chicaga-.based marketing agency, 
came to review art direction portfo-
lios for severa l hours on a Friday 
afternoon. Ricca, a graphic design 
major, li ked having her portfolio 
reviewed and appreciates the fact 
that all of the Portfolio Center's 
services are free to students. 
" II 's very nice to ha ve someone 
review your portfol io without the 
pressure of a real interview," Ricca 
said. "Having someone who does it 
for free is very good. It was very 
helpful." 
Columbia alumnus and Upshot 
Columbia's South Loop campus. 
" We moved to UIC to get a fan 
base go ing there," Piccoli said . 
"It 's working. It 's fun to see fans 
out there when playing." 
The first game of the season 
attracted close to 40 fans, and the 
fo llowing games aver-
aged about 25. 
"I thin k students are 
awa re of the team." 
Schlossberg said. "The 
vast majority are just 
not going." 
Since the baseball 
team started at 
Columbia, there has also 
been an interest in estab-
lishing a women's soft-
ball and soccer team 
amo ng students. 
Schlossberg said . 
" I think it wou ld be 
great if we staned see ing 
more sports teams here at 
Columbia." Schlossberg 
said. "Besides winning 
and the teamwork aspect, 
it 's another way to get 
our school's name out 
there." 
representat ive Raul Va ll ines 
encourages students to take advan-
tage of all the college's resources, 
includ ing the Portfolio Center. 
"When you' re here [at 
Columbia!. you need to be getting 
as much as possible," Vallines said . 
"Your [work) is li ke your business 
card. It's also about your vibe, your 
personality. Some of our strongest 
talent comes from Columbia." 
The Portfolio Center emphasizes 
the fact that portfolio development 
actuall y begins in the classroom. 
The staff reco mmends students 
keep track of their best projects and 
take advantage of internship and 
work experience opportunities. 
For more in/ormation all th e 
P0I1/01io Center and its programs, 
or to view the onlille archive collec-
tion 0/ portfolios, go to 
www.colum.edu/portfolio. 
"They are pushing themselves to 
succeed both on and off the fie ld 
for the team, and that 's the best 
joy I cou ld ask fo r." 
For more in/ormation on the 
Columbia Coyotes, visit their 
website, www.columbaseball.com. 
"The players ha ve 
gone beyond the call of 
duty th is year and I'm 
proud of every one of 
them," Piccoli said . 
File 
Brian Kovar in action during a recent 
Coyotes game. 
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Television Deportment 
Columbia eo, , ••• C, It ••• (JI 
Program Guide for University Center on Channel 32 
Camp'us Update 
Columbia s forum lor IIImpus news, announcemenls, eYen~, weather inlo & more. .. 
MWfSu: 60,80, lOa, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSo: 70, 90,110, Ip, 3p, Sp, 7p, 9p, lip 
The Halftime Show 
Frequency IV goes behind lhe scenes of WCIU Channel 26 sports produdion 01 
Chicago Public Schools basketball fmols. 
MWfSu: 10:3Oa TRSo: 7:3Op 
Afterwards 
A profile show 01 a cElebrated and su~sful Columbia coUege alumni and !heir 
woB 01 art. This week's feolur!d or1ist Reo Frey, Aurhor & Amoleur Boxer. 
MWfSu: 11 :300 TRSo: 8:30p 
Undergrad 
A short drama thollollows fi~ college sludents who lIKe lile and 11m in lhe 
Windy CiIy. This week's episode: 8.Y.O.B. 
MWFSu: 12:30p TRSo: 9:3Op 
Gamers (Nt) 
Get a preview of Ihe latest video game gadge~ for your gome sysIem and get a cool 
video lutoriollhot will create lhe ultimo!! video game experience. 
MWf5u: 8:00p 
Reality Bar Crawl (Nt) 
Take a ride on a rock slor lour bus with the Ills! of 1W0 reoUty lelevision shows. 
It's a !rip you don'! wunllo miss! 
MWf5u: 8:3Op 
AV Squad (Nt) 
If you thought you'vt seen the best music videos of the year, !hen you'¥t been 
misled. ClIedc GUlnew music videos that are more !han you could imagine. 
MW&. 9:OOp 
College Town, USA (Nt) 
The utW mats coIIege~, ho.,.ouls ani students around !he coun!ry. 
1Ws .... s tpelliIouw: Uai¥tniIy of I&aios at UrbeAO{OOmpoign 
MImu: 9-JIIp 
Comedy Night School (Nt) 
MOoken 0 (ourse that _'I dock you poin~ lor IlIIghing in doss? How oboUI a 
CHr\e that offen Ibt best Wf'f to cure Q 110""", and !low 10 cook renedt.style? 
II's oil here 01 ConIedy IIight School. 
MWfSu: 10:00p 
Funny Money (Nt) 
ConIeGtom boule het."lieod for big money ond oudientt laughs. 
MWfSu: 10:3Op 
AV Squad (Nt) 
lie Ibt fllll to 5tt the lIHIest music Yideos and 1M perfornonees from your fovon!e 
nMicII cw(im. 
.1I'1mU: l1:GOp 
Planet X (Nt, 
ImIeod of !he .dinary spor!J/ .. fIII1tnt spor!s from the H,O Win!er Oanil. 
MWJSv. 1\:30p 
(NI) """-' ! ...... IIt~ " ...... ~,I. 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 s. Michigan at 11·h St. 
Concert Hall Events 
in til e lobby Mon day at 12:30 pm 
Monday May 16 
Analytical Studies Brass Concert 
Tuesday May 17 
Groove Band Redtal 
Nick Gutierrez Senior Redtal 
Wednesday May 18 
Jazz Guitar Recital 
Thursday May 19 
Drum & PeraJssion Recital 
Combo Fest 
6 :00 PM 
3:00 PM 
7 :00 PM 
12:30 PM 
12:30 PM 
6 :00 PM 
4 
For more info: 312..34.-6300 
uslc Center pianos prov ided 
. by Ortlglnt's MUllcvlll. , Inc; . 
Storage Mart 
Lugging stuff home is a hassle ... 
Leave it with StorageMart. 
76 Room Types! 
Don't Pay for Space 
You Do Not Need/ 
Starting at 
$39.00 
: ••••••••• I •• •• •• ••• ••• , 
: Excl usive : 
: 0 C : : 15 ~, C : 
1 OiSl'OUllt 1 
: ..... ................. ; 
Reserve a room today 312-225-0116 
or e-mail usat store2204@storagetoday.com 
Receive a free lock. 
S lol'llgc Mlll'l - Me onnkk PhU't' 
407-419 E. 25th St" C hil'lIAO, l L 60616 
We nrc loenled j ll st SOIl!h or MC(\If111kk I'lnco ne ' I to the 
1· 55 oxi t I"I IIIIP Oil • Ih SlIt'I)I 111111 MLK Dri c . 
May 16, 2005 
Vote for your SGA Senators! 
ONLlNE@OASIS 
Simply log onto your user account, click on Student Governmeflt Election, and follow the instructions l It's EASYI 
Computer labs .. viII be available for your voting during ELECTIONS WEEK May 161h- 20Th, 2005 
Sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Office of Student Leadersh ip 
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'Jammin' with Jane' 
supports abuse victims 
o Two Columbia classes get a lesson in fund raising for a "difficult" cause 
By Colleen Sheehan 
Staff Wnter 
Putting together any kind of spe-
cial event to raise money can be 
quite a task. but when there are 65 
people and no budget. it is just 
plain diffi cult . Columbia's 
Marketing Promotions and Special 
Events classes have come together 
with those parameters [0 take on 
the difficult task of rais ing money 
for the nonprofit o rgani za tion 
Family Rescue. 
Family Rescue provides assis-
tance to victims of domestic vio-
lence and promotes prevention 
through community education. 
Most of the program's money 
comes from federal, state and city 
grants. along with private dona-
tions. 
"It's really nice that someone 
else is dOi ng the fund raising," said 
Tara Dabney, spokeswoman for 
Family Rescue, "because if we did 
it, the money would have to come 
from our pockets to cover costs." 
The event, "Jammin' with Jane," 
takes place at John Barleycorn 
Pub, 658 W. Belden Ave .. on May 
20 from 7 p.m. 10 10 p.m. 
Appelizer.; and drinks will be pro-
vided, and a '50s and '60s cover 
band, the Soda Jerks. is slated to 
perform. 
The "Jammin' with Jane" event 
is named after instructor Jane 
Canepa, who teaches both 
Marketing Promotions and Special 
Events classes in the Marketing 
and Communications Department. 
Canepa also runs Eventors, a pub-
lic relations firm that plans and 
stages special events. Canepa said 
the event was named after her 
seven years ago when a student 
decided to call it "Jammin ' with 
Jane," and the name stuck. 
"Every year I tell my studenlS 
they can change the name, but they 
never do," Canepa said. "It's more 
like a tradition now." 
Canepa said the idea of her 
classes planning specia l events 
began about 14 years ago. The fi rst 
event was organized in 1991. when 
her students threw a small party at 
the Chicago Marriott. It has now 
moved on to fund·raisers for non-
profit organizations. 
" Instead of giving them a 20-
page paper as a final exam, they 
actually put together something 
real and tangible that they can all 
participate in," Canepa said. 
Students get only one month to 
organize the event with no budget. 
and all 65 students have to agree 
on where the event should take 
place and which organization they 
should help. On lOp of all thaI, the 
two classes never meet at the same 
time. so they do not directly work 
with each o ther. 
To avoid confusion, a person 
from each class is chosen to do 
internal communications through 
e-mails and phone calls . Dayna 
Dixon, one of the students in 
charge of internal communica· 
tions. said it was exciting to see 
everything come together. 
"We start out with zero dollars 
and created an event that is not 
only going to happen but we are 
also making money for Fami ly 
Rescue." Dixon said. "It's pretty 
amazmg. 
In order to plan a successful 
party, Canepa divides the classes 
into groups. Each group covers a 
specific task that Canepa fee ls is 
important to a successful event. 
The site committee is in charge of 
finding a location. negotiating and 
filing a contract. Entertainment, 
advertising and public relations 
comminees assist in planning the 
event. 
Every year the event takes place 
Calendar COIuinuedftVIII Frotu Page 
return IS described by students and 
by facuhy as lost lime." said Mark 
Kell y. vice president of student 
affairs. " You're in the middle of the 
semester. you' re nearing comple-
tion and all of the energy of the 
class is dillsipated." 
Kell y said studenl.'. and faculty 
have been supponi ve of the change, 
adding mat IS h3.l> been on their 
minds for many yearll. 
"Faculty and students ha ve been 
requesting thiS since I arrived on 
this campus 21 years ago," Kell y 
said. "The deciSion is lung over-
due." 
Sophomore film major Devlin 
McCluskey sa id he docs not mind 
the short summer and thinh the 
schedule needed a makeover. 
·· It makes sense to be like every 
o ther school." M<.-c luskey said. 
" II's weird to have a break in the 
middle (of the fall semester! and be 
expected to remember everythlllg 
you learned ." 
Kapclke said the main reasons 
for the change were acade mic. but 
said it ha.'i other j"X!rks as we ll. 
"( The new ca lendarJ prov ide:-. 
students the opportunities for sum-
mer jobs and summer internships 
that they currentl y don't ha ve 
because our spnng M:mestcr gel!'> 
out so much later than everyone 
else's," Kaj"X!lke sa id. "Under the 
new calendar, our spring scrne:-.ter 
will be ending at just about the 
llume time Ihat other coll eges do. 
Our sludenl'i shou ld be we ll posi . 
at a different establishment for a 
different nonprofit group. Canepa 
said she has seen many successful 
events planned by students-as 
weI I as ones that were not success-
ful. One low point was when a 
class held a potluck party in the 
facu lty lounge, which failed to 
raise any funds or awareness on 
how to organize a special event. 
Canepa said the most successful 
student-planned event was a fund-
rai ser for Polycyst ic Kidney 
Disease Foundation last year at the 
Rock Bottom Brewery, which 
earned a record $5,300. 
Marianne Wiedeman, a student 
in charge of public relations for the 
event, said the class 's goal for this 
year 's event is $5,000. She 
explained thaI only $5 of the $20 
ticket fee goes to Family Rescue. 
Canepa explained that this is the 
same problem real-world special 
events coordinators face when 
doi ng work for non-profi t groups. 
The money that does not go to 
Family Rescue will go to John 
Barleycorn and toward other 
expenses. 
Wiedeman e"piained that the 
class anticipates about $500 in 
ticket costs and the rest of the goal 
money should come from a silent 
auction that will take place at the 
party. 
Tara Nance, a student and volun-
teer at Family Rescue, and Dabney 
said the class is doing a great thing. 
Adding that some people who 
wanted to volunteer for Family 
Rescue didn't because they do not 
want other people to think they 
were being abused . 
"Domestic violence and rape are 
the most difficult issues to raise 
money for," Dabney said. 
For more i"jomratiotl 011 Family 
Rescue. call the 24-Jrollr hotline at 
(7731375-8400. 
tioned to take ad vantage of oppor-
tunities for summer work and 
internships." 
Officia ls said students coming to 
Columbia from various parts of the 
country ;Ire also benefiting from the 
chilllgc . Two breaks m the rail 
seme:-.ter make fur more traveling 
co~ts and more stress, Kapelke sa id . 
Although facuity and returning 
students have a shorter summer this 
year, it Will no t be th<lt way lo r long. 
'!lle :-.pring 21X>6 semester ends on 
May 13, alluwing the stztndard 16-
week summer to return next year. 
Kell y sa id a lot of work goes into 
changing the calendar, eSj"X!cially 
when it is something the college 
hilS relied on for so many years. 
" 'think there WIIS l:x)ssibly a ten-
p--- ---- -- --------- ------ ------ ---- dcnc.:y in the past to say 'well this is the Dates to remember: 
• Spring 2005 semester ends - June 4, 2005 
• Fall 2005 semester begins - Sept. 6, 2005 
• Fall 2005 semester ends - Dec. 17, 2005 
• Spring 2006 semester begins - Jan. 23, 2006 
• Spring 2006 semester ends - May 13, 2006 
way we do it,'" 
Kel ly said . 'There's 
II grea ter wi ll ing-
ness of the cu llege 
now to not IISSUllle 
thatllny practiec hns 
to sl:Iy the sume. 
Our miss ion und 
pll"»OSC~ rClllllin 
MI~ .. ed hut mun y 
practi ~es Cll n 
chllnge .lIld should 
~hllnge . This is an 
exurnple of one thlll 
is (clull1gingl ." 
IIIoMhe Chonido 
Samantha Hamlin hands out information during a May 10 SGA 
meeting, The SGA decided not to support Hamlin's anti-Patriot 
Act proposal. Student government officials ~id they did not sup-
port the pet~ion because they are not a poI~lcal organtzatlOll, 
Resolution Qwinuedfrom F1'OIII Page 
Civil Liberties Union, she learned 
!he ACLU was encouraging col-
leges and communities across the 
country to pass similar resolutions. 
Hamlin believes these efforts are 
panicularly urgent now because 
they would come just seven 
months before certain provisions in 
the Patriot Act are up for renewal in 
Congress. 
' ''These resolutions generate dis-
cussion and dialogue about the 
Patriol Acl thai hasn'l happened." 
said Ed Yohnka, director of com-
munications for the American Civil 
Liberties Union of lIIinois. Even 
tho ugh the resolutions do not 
directly affect the Patriot Act or 
future decisions made about it, 
they do send a message to law-
makers that people are con-
cerned about its implications, 
Yoh nka said . 
"Twi~e in the last two years, 
Congress has voted to limit 
funding for the Patriot Act." he 
ex.p lained. "Th:tt means they are 
li stening to these reso lutions." 
The ACLU does not o ffi c ially 
sponsor these anti -Patriot Act 
measures, but the organi zation's 
website provides information on 
how to go IIbout drafting , pro-
moting and e ventulllly passing a 
resolution . This is how Hamlin 
got started. She contacted the 
AC LU and a representative 
exp lained the process to her. 
Shortly after drafting the reso lu-
tion, 1-llIl11lin hit the streets with 
her pelition. 
"You don't need nny signa-
tures , tec hnica lly, but I wanted 
to, for one thing, educate the 
people of Columbiu," she said. 
"I've found thut 1\ 101 of people 
don ' t know nbo ul thc Patriot Act 
here. Most of thc people who did 
nut sign Ithe petition] just did 
nut know whllt it WIIS." 
Good helll Is hurd to find 
PUlling tugcthe r the reso lution 
wus the ettsy purt- finding he lp 
WIIS IInothcr s tury . On the 
Gruund is mlldc up of only II 
IUlIldful of members who were 
no t necessari ly able to assist. 
Others, while supportive of 
Hamlin's cause, were n 't pre-
pared to make a campaign their 
to p p riority. Some people 
offered to take petitions to their 
classes but not lobby o n the j 
street. ~ 
Eventua lly, two friends came 
to her resc ue : Stephen L ieto, I 
freshman arts and entertainment 
media management major, and 
K im Hilton, a sophomore pho-
lography major, bolh members 
of On Ihe Ground. Togelher, the 
three of them acquired 470 sig-
natures from students and facul-
Iy 10 supplemenl their SGA pro-
posal. Hamlin's original g011 
was 1,500 signatures, but d ue to 
time constrains , she fell short. 
However. she said she was 
pleased with the results of her 
campaign after just a week-and-
a-half. 
Although some people wert 
reluctant to aid Hamlin in what 
she said is a tiring task of peti. 
tioning, Lieto and Hilton were 
happy 10 help . "Sam was the 
onl y o ne pretty muc h going out 
and getting those signatures," 
Lieto sa id . " 1 went o ut one time 
and got about 40 signa tures . 
"I was impressed and eager to 
back up a friend," LielO said. 
"She's one of the most conscious 
people about what's going on in 
thi s country I know." 
Building awareness 
Part of the campaign involved 
chlHl ing with s tudents and mak-
ing students Aware of some 
aspects of the Patriot Act that 
Hamlin be lieves nre alarminl' 
"Communication between pe0-
ple nnd just tulking to other pe0-
ple one-on-one nnd not lecturin. 
at them- l think thnt's the num· 
ber onc wny of c.ducuting them," 
Ham lin sllid , 
Her concerns lie primarily in 
pttrticulnr sections of the Patriot 
Act, especiAlly those set to 
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Night 
with Jim Wagner, CLTV reporter as Master of Ceremonies 
Friday, May 20 6:00-8:30pm 
GOO" ;\\lChlgan -\\e. 15th tic)()l, Stlldlos '\ B C 
file student-produced 
shows of the TelwlsIon Department 
Newsbeat • Metro • Minutes Out on a Limb • Missed Connections • 
Exposure· Frequency TV 
Free to the public Refreshments will be served. For more information call Annett,JriiiJJ!:t'Ir {£"94'4-7842 
tM¥.iZ@ ~ * 
Summer Financial Aid 
All Students attending lhe 2005 summer semester and intersted in 
summer financial aid should complele an Online Summer Financial 
Aid Appliction. 
• Applications will be available April 4, 2005 at 
www.colum.cdul!>1S 
• Till: deadline will be June 1_ 2()05 _ 
• You will be notified by email of your summer 
financial aid eligihilily_ 
• Don ' l (lelay J Some aid is available {.Ill a first come 
firsl sene bas is. 
ror more financial aid information V1Sll: 
Student Financial Services at www.colum.edu/sfs 
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Grant set to iInprove 
quality of education 
o Title 3 to promote stronger ties, retention and intervention, officials say 
By Stephanie Rycraw 
Slaft Wnter 
Thanks to a $ 1.8 million gran! 
from the U.S. Department of 
Education. Columbia plans to give 
slUdenls more of what they have 
come to expect from the institution: 
an artistic. real -world collegia te 
experience. designed 10 help them 
achieve their goals. 
College offic ials inlcnd on using 
the gra n! to improve Oasis. to 
launch the Freshman Seminar pro-
gram and 10 boost the college's 
retention rates. 
The Strengthening Institutio ns 
Grant. or Title 3 Grant for short. is 
a five-year award intended 'i or 
institutions of higher education that 
say that they have very specific 
weaknesses that need to be 
addressed:' said Lonn Livingston. 
director of corporate and founda-
tion relations for Columbia's Office 
of Institutional Advaocement. 
Livingston, e<r"'Ti ter of the pnr 
posaJ for the Ti.le 3 Gran •. said a 
meeting was held two years ago to 
Identify three core ISSUes facing 
Columbia. 
" We went to the govemmenl 
\.\, ith three comJXlne nts:' 
LIVingston saId. '"To address the 
ISSue of Increasing our graduation 
rate . by creating a very strong first-
year foundalJon, by enhancmg both 
the face-to-face and online adV IS-
ing. so students don' t take courses 
they don', need." 
Livingston also said the final 
component was intervention. 
" Identifying students by their 
att itude or their grades, that alerts 
that they might be at risk of drop-
ping out:' she said . "We are below 
the rate for other four-year open 
enrollment institutions," Liv ingston 
said. 
According to Livi ngston, the co l-
lege has aggressive plans for the 
grant. which are tentati vely sched-
uled to roll out in September. Plans 
begin wi th the Freshman Seminar 
program, which wi ll be mandatory 
for all iocoming freshmen by 2009. 
Livingston said the primary goal of 
Freshman Seminar is to foster a 
four-year relationship between stu-
dents and faculty. 
"We' re trying to make the whole 
freshman year experience more 
accessible so that students can iden-
ti fy with the school," she said. 
Officials said the Title 3 Grant 
will a lso be used to make the Oasis 
system more user-friendly for stu· 
dents as we ll as facu lty, and address 
Columbia's low graduation rate. 
" We will coordinate a ll of our 
learning resources so thai we wi ll 
be better ab le to identify students 
who are at nsk of dropplllg out." 
Livingston said. 
Mark Lloyd , assistant vice presI -
dent of marketing and communica-
tions. said the five-year grant wi ll 
asSIst the college in implementlllg 
curriculums designed to introdu(,'e 
first-year students to college-level 
work. 
"Historicall y. thi s is a fi rst-gener-
ation opponunity college," Lloyd 
said . "Some of our students are not 
academically prepared to handle a 
ri gorous college curriculum." 
In add ition to enhancing the first-
year program and overall collegiate 
experience, Lloyd said the Title 3 
Grant wi ll finance initiatives aimed 
at ensuring students are prepared to 
attend and ultimately graduate from 
Columbia. According to Lloyd , 
Columbia uses an "industry stan-
dard" six-year plan in detennining 
the school's graduation rate. Using 
the fall 1999 '0 spring 2005 demo-
graphi c, Lloyd said Columbia is 
nearl y 10 percent below o ther 
open-admissio n, private nonprofit 
college and universities. 
"We definitely have room for 
improvement" said Elizabeth Silk, 
di rector of institutional research . 
Silk said that, according to 
research conducted by the 
American College Testing 
Program, which uses a fi ve-year 
plan to measure graduation rates, 
Columbia's graduation rate is 29 
percent , compared with the 44 per-
cent graduation o f other private 
Institutions. 
Lloyd sa id the most common 
reason students leave Columbia is 
financial. Some of the students 
transfer to OIher institutions whi le 
others leave school to work . Lloyd 
pointed out that some students have 
benefited from taking classes 
taught by working professionals at 
Columbia. which has prepared 
them to successfully work in their 
chosen fic:lds witho ut eaming a 
degree. 
'They work because they must." 
Lloyd said . 
While many students may won-
der whether any of the Title 3 funds 
wi ll go towa.rd scho larships or 
FLOOR OF THE LIBRARY 
1ST ANNUAl.; 
fiiil: COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
~e BOOK SAIJE 
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building the much anticipated stu-
dent center, these prospects are 
unlikely, according to Livingston. 
"AII of our attention and all of 
our money goes into the classrooms 
to ensure students have the best 
equipment and technology:' 
Li vingston said . " We were told to 
think where the school has to be in 
fi ve years, and we have a wonder-
ful opponunity to help students 
reach their dreams." .. ., 
May 9, 2005 
Resolution ConJinuedjromPage6 
expi re Dec. 31. One such section the Patriot Act. Yohnka said he 
up for renewal, Section 215, noti ced people still showing sup-
amends the Foreign Intelligence port for or protesting the act, 
Surveillance Act of 1978 by giv- even if they are not well versed 
ing the FBI lhe ability to investi - in the language. 
gate a citizen's personal items, "Everyone in America has a 
such as library and medical view about the Patriot Act," he 
records. provided the investiga- said. If people have not read Ihe 
tion is perti - ~-:--_-: actual dacu-
nentlO acquiT- menl, he 
ing foreign exp lained . 
inte lligence or they at least 
fighting ler- grasp the con-
rorism. cepls behind 
Section 213 it and, in 
wi II not be some cases, 
renewed. This take a s tand 
secti on of the against it. "I 
act includes intuitively 
"sneak and peek" procedures, have faith in the American peo-
which means notification of a pie." 
warrant to search and seize a Ac.cording to the resu lt s of a 
person's possessions can be March Gall up Poll, Americans 
delayed. Notification, according are genera ll y unfamiliar with the 
to the Patriot Act, must be given Patriot Act. Thirteen percent of 
"within a reasonable period o f its Americans who responded to the 
execution" and can be extended survey reported being "very 
if a court finds that "good cause familiar" with the act, while 46 
is shown." percent reported be ing "some-
Hamlin and her helpers what familiar." And 41 percent 
beli eve provisions such as these sa id they are "not too" or "not at 
violate people's c ivil libenies. all fami li ar." 
"I wi ll say I fee l it's necessary Emily Slusher. president of the 
to have some type of mechanism Columbia College Young 
to fight terrorism. I'm cenainly Republicans, said that often pea · 
not pro-terrorist or anything of pie base their opinions about the 
that sort," Haml in said . Patriot Act on popu lar opinion 
"However, what I am opposed to rather than taking the time to 
in the Patriot Act is the way they research the law. 
define terrorism. Basica ll y, Not on ly is Slusher an advo-
they say a terrori st is anyone cate of the Patriot Act, she is also 
who is suspected and may cause opposed to Hamlin 's proposal to 
some kind o f danger to the the SGA, arguing that it's not the 
American pub li c. And that. quite student government's place to 
frankl y, cou ld be a common pass an an ti -Patriot Act resolu-
criminal; that could be me." tion on behalf of all Columbia 
While Hamlin sa id she found students, who might have differ-
people who were unfamiliar with ing political beliefs. 
"I believe the Patriot Act he lps 
to maintain security in the coun-
try," S lusher said. "I think with 
the way the world is working, 
the provis ions being made are 
important." 
Despi te oppos ing beliefs, 
Hamlin. Lieto and Hilton were 
prepared to make their case to 
the SGA. And as Haml in put the 
finishing touches on her presen-
tation, her hopes were high. If 
the resolution passed, a copy 
would be sent to various govern -
ment officia ls. from Illinois Gov. 
Rod Blagojevich to President 
George W. Bush. 
"I hope to get student govern-
ment to pass it because this resolu-
tion is something passed by stu-
dents," Hamlin said. "We don't 
need approval from administration. 
It's just students agreeing to pass 
this on behalf of themselves. If stu-
dent government does pass it , we 
can contact the ACLU. We can get 
national recognition for having 
passed this and join that list of uni-
versities. I think that would be very 
exciting and very good for our 
school." 
A s the SGA runs through its standard procedures dur-ing its May 10 meeting, 
Hamlin, Lieto and Hilton s it 
patiently on the sidelines. notes in 
hand. waiting for the opportunity to 
present their resolution. 
When their turn comes, Hamlin 
is first to speak. She is dressed in 
the same sweater vest and long 
black skirt she wore in the Hokin; 
her makeup is applied tastefully. 
She passes out copies of the resolu-
tion to SGA members and explains 
her mission. Hilton follows, point-
ing out what she sees as some of 
the problems with the Patriot Act, 
such as the "sneak and peek" pro-
cedures. Lieto discusses some of 
the resolution's implications. He 
points out that it would encourage 
Columbia's library to post signs 
warning students about Section 
215, which gives the FBI the abili-
ty to search people's library records 
without notice. 
After the group 's five-minu te 
spiel, it's the SGNs turn to com-
ment on the resolution. For about 
30 minutes, the student govern-
ment debates the measure and sug-
gests several amendments, includ· 
ing a provision that would require 
On the Ground to obtain signatures 
from at least 51 percent of 
Columbia's students before the 
SGA could vote on the measure. 
But in the end, the resolution 
received only two favorable votes. 
Sizing up the vote 
"We chose not to take a political 
poSition on this," said SGA senator 
Brian Matos, who voted against the 
measure. "We want to stay inde-
pendent because we can' t speak. for 
every student." He said the SGA 
members' voting did not necessari-
ly reOect their personal feelings 
about the Patriot Act. 
"As a citizen of thi s country, I 
support [On the Ground 's ] efforts 
to not support the Patriot Act," said 
Jamie Fox. chair of academic con-
cerns for the SGA. "But as a mem-
ber of the SGA. I feel our organiza-
tion is not an organization that can 
make statements of a po litical 
nature." 
The On the Ground members 
said they were impressed with how 
the SGA handled debating the 
measure and even took a liking to 
Go save. 
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the proposed amend ment thai 
would have required the group to 
acquire signatures from more than 
half of the student body. 
But they were also disappointed . 
"I think they were confused 
about what their power is and what 
it would mean if they approved 
this," Hilton said after the meeting. 
Because she believes the Patriot 
Act limits everyone's civi l liberties. 
passing the resolution would have 
been acting in the best interest of all 
students. 
When Michael Weinberg, vice 
president of the Columbia College 
Young Republicans heard about the 
SGA's decision, he said he was 
pleased. He suggested Hamlin and 
her friends find an alternati ve way 
of spreading their message, such as 
a debate between students of 
opposing ideologies. 
But Weinberg said he admired 
Hamlin 's efforts to be politically 
active. 
"By Samantha doing it, no mat-
ter how much I disagree, it raised 
awareness," Weinberg said. 
As for Hamlin, the resolution's 
original mastermind, she's looking 
fo rward to continuing the cam-
paign with the help of On the 
Ground and presenting a more in-
depth proposal to the SGA in the 
fall-jus t in lime for Congress ' 
vote on the Patriot Act's expiring 
provisions. 
Hamlin said she plans on revis· 
ing the petition to include signa-
tures from only students- not fac-
ulty and staff. 
"This was prepared very quick-
ly:' she said. "I am confident we 
can get- not 51 percent per sc-
but a massive amount of signatures 
if we continue for a couple months. 
"We will be back." 
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Columbia C 0 E CHICAGO 
COMING UP: VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
APPLY: Yourself! Manifest offers students hands-on experience 
producing, performing, and exhibiting in an interactive festiva l. 
Looking to expand your resume with community service, or just 
want to be a regular do-gooder? Manifest needs your help! 
For information about volunteering contact agreiner@colum.edu. 
If your volunteer list is already a mile long, come to manifest anyway 
and simply enjoy the day! 
ARTWALK & SALE * LIVE MUSIC 
DANCE PERFORMANCES * THEATER PERFORMANCES 
TICTOC PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL * SPECTACLE FORTUNA 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PU BLIC. 
LUNA FORTUNA! 
Come see what th e hype is a ll about! 
Luna Fortuna is the ki ck-off party 
fo r Spectacle Fo rtu na · t he 
centerpiece pa rade of Manifest. 
JOin us on Lucky Fr iday the 13th 
for tasty fo od, 1;001 drinks, pinatas, 
r~Jfflr: '> , mU'JIL, iJnd did we mention 
17faatt~Jllpuppel ? 
Cr!rrJf: r of St;Jlc 'Hid ";,rrl !>on 
1 <,[ fl uor 
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News from colleges 
across the country 
A family tradition of theft 
Deception may run in the [ami· 
Iy for the 21·year-old New York 
University student accused of 
masterminding a 543 million 
bank fraud scheme. 
Hakan Yalincak's mother 
served two years in an Indiana 
prison for pos ing as a doctor, 
treating patients and defrauding 
the clinic that hired her and the 
church that helped her. 
Now Ayferafet Yalincak, 50, of 
Pound Ridge, N.Y., is a defendant 
in a civil case that claims she 
worked with her son and husband 
to COil investors out of $1.8 mil-
lion from a investtncnt fund that 
never existed. 
Hakan Yalincak, who was to 
graduate from NYU on May 11 
with a math degree, is instead 
cooling his heels in a New Haven 
state prison after the reds arrested 
him on, one count of bank fraud. 
Police allege that he deposited 
$43 million in counterfeit checks, 
then arranged to withdraw $1.7 
million. 
This alleged swindle came as 
investment fund investors were 
pressuring the Yalincak family to 
cough up $1.8 million, court 
records show, raising the possibil-
ity that the NYU senior was 
arrested while trying to help his 
mom recover from an earlier 
scam. 
Ayferafet Yalincak is not facing 
any criminal charges in her son's 
case, according to her son's attor-
ney, Eugene Riccio. 
Asian celebration month 
includes porn 
An Asian-American couple 
was shown having-sex on the big 
screen of the Mackey Auditorium 
at Ca lifornia State Univers ity-
Fullerton on May 5. 
The X-rated video, Yellocaust · 
A Patriot Act, marked the conclu-
sion of Cal-State Fullerton's cele-
bration of Asian Pacific Islander 
Heritage Month. 
University of California-Davis 
Asian American studies professor 
Darrell Y. Hamamoto, who direct-
ed the six-minute politicized 
pornography, sa id he created 
~ for several reasons. 
One reason he said, is that the 
Asian community was going 
through systemic genocide by the 
U.s. military. To underscore that 
impression, Hamamoto added 
sounds of people wailing and 
scrolling text which outlined his-
torical infonnation. 
In addition to the pornography. 
Hamamoto showed Masters of 
the Pillow, a 6O-minute documen-
tary made by James Hou, a for-
mer student of his. In the record-
ing, Hou documented the making 
of Hamamoto 's flISt-feature film, 
Skin on Skin-a 40-minute X-
rated video, which was intended 
to arouse viewers, unlike 
~ which had a political 
theme. 
The Asian Pacific Student 
Association organized the event 
with funding from the 
Association for Inter-Cultural 






Pamela Bommarito smiles at 
the thought of purchasing a cap 
and gown just as many other 
graduates will this spring. But, 
these normal.college-kid charac-
teristics can be quite deceptive, as 
Bommarito is anything but your 
average Boise State University 
graduate. 
In fact , walking the line last 
One way to pay 
A 'major' student 
AP 
Sam Lien has graduated Phi Beta Kappa with a 3.94 grade-point average while earning 
four majors and having three part-time jobs while attending Hope College in Holland, 
Mich. Lien earned degrees in Spanish, SCience, Biology and Political Science and said he 
lives alone in a small house off campus to prevent distractions from friends. Lien wants to 
open his own cosmetic surgery practice in Southern California after attending the 
University of Mich igan Medical School this fall. 
weekend was the ftnal step in 
Bommarito's 25 years as a BSU 
student. 
Bommarito said she 's not sure 
if she's the only person to have 
ever taken a quarter century to get 
a single degree, but this very non-
traditional student also said she's 
glad she did it her way. " It was 
more something of a goa l than 
something I professionally need-
ed to do," Bommarito sa id. 
In 1980, Bommarito emolled at 
BSU after spending one year at 
the La Grande School of Business 
in Oregon. She married and soon 
began a family. eventually bear-
ing two children. Bommarito said 
she couldn ' t be a fu ll-lime student 
because of familial and profes-
sional constraints, so she simply 
continued taking one or two class-
es each semester. 
Bommarito said there have 
only been a few semesters she has 
not attended at least one class. 
Her son and daughter are cur-
rent ly students at BSU. 
Bommarito said sharing a campus 
with her kids isn ', necessari ly a 
bad thing, but she's not all too 
interested in sticking around after 
they' re done. 
TIlis year, Bommarito and her 
two children both s igned up for a 
biology class together. She said 
they developed a friendly rivalry. 
each trying 10 get a higher grade 
than the others on any given 
assignment. 
Bommarito is convinced that 
anyone can get a college degree 
and adults shou ld not let fear get 
in the way of graduation. 
Alcohol ban a last resort 
A temporary alcohol moratori-
um may be placed on all 
University of Cali fomi a-Berkeley 
fra ternities and sororities, follow-
ing a string of alcohol-related 
incidents in the Greek community 
in the past few months, campus 
officials said. 
The proposed ban comes as 
police and the university investi-
gates the two most recent inci-
dent, which have placed renewed 
attention on the schoo l's Greek 
community. 
'nlree members of Pi Kappa 
Ph i fratemity arc suspected of 
shooting a pledge more than 30 
times with a BB gun a month ago 
in what police call a hazing inci-
dent . 
Greek officials said their efforts to 
rewrite the Greek social code and 
implement a hazing prevention 
program would help prevent inci-
dents. 
The president of the campus' 
fraternity and sorority organiza-
tions said a ban would not stop 
drinking in the Greek system, but 
would instead force students to 
look elsewhere. 
Student arrested for beck-
ling Coulter 
Ajai Raj , a sophomore English 
major at the University of Texas. 
was released from Travis County 
Jai l May 4 after be ing arrested for 
disorderly conduct during politi-
ca l commentator Ann Coulter's 
speech at the Lyndon Baines 
Johnson Library auditorium. 
According to a police affidavit. 
Raj was arrested for using "pro-
fane and vulgar language" and 
performing an "obscene gesture ." 
Disorderly conduct is a Class C 
misdemeanor in Texas. which is 
punishable by a finc of up to 
$500. 
When Cou her. a right-wing 
pundit and author of four New 
York Times best-sellers. opened 
the sess ion to questions from the 
audience May 3, Raj used profan-
ity in asking a question about 
sodomy. 
After the question. Raj ran 
about 30 yards from the micro-
phone to thc back o f the aisle. 
making a repeatcd hand motIon 
simulating masturbation, accord-
ing 10 the police affidavi l. ThIs 
caused an " immediate breach of 
the peace withlll the crowd." the 
affidavit stated. At this timc. two 
Univers ity of Texas Po li ce 
Dcpartment officers approached 
him and alTeSled him for disorder-
Jy conduct. 
AP 
Wisconsin Army National Guard recruiter S9!. 1 st Class Erik Hoffman talks with Jessica 
Davis, left, 18, and her mother, Hannerlore Davis, at his recruiting stand in the cafeteria at 
Blackhawk Technical College in Janesville, Wis. The Army National Guard is ramping up 
its recruiting efforts by increasing its bonuses. On May 20 the Army plans to suspend 
recruiting nationwide for the day to address complaints of aggressive tactics. 
Police also arrested four people 
earlier this month al a ferry party 
sponsored by the Kappa Alpha 
Psi fraternity after fights broke 
out and the boat had to make an 
emergency stop in Oakland, Calif. 
The potenlial ban would be the 
university 'S second alcohol prohi-
bition in five years . 
Fraternity and sorority officials 
criticized the poss ible ban as 
unnecessary and ineffective. 
When Raj asked why he was 
being arrested, police officers 
took it as an aggression and 
forced him to the ground, he sa Id . 
Raj said he was bruised on the 
back of his right shoulder during 
the arrest. 
-Compiled by Alan J. Baker 
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College band makes mtvU's best list 
o Envy wins contest between 250 college bands across America, walk away with $25,000 and a Universal record deal 
By Jlmes H. Burnet III 
KAT 
M ilwa ukee-Whoever said Envy 
causes ill wi ll probably never 
heard the tunes of Milwaukee's 
own garage band of the same 
name. 
But mtvU. MTV 's 24-hour col-
lege network. heard Envy. and so 
did the majority of 2.2 million 
viewers who logged on to 
mtvU.com over the past three 
months and VOled the alHock 
group the best college band in the 
United Siaies. 
In a sneak altad that would 
have made Ed McMahon and The 
Publi sher 's Clearing House 
proud. mtvU VJ George O liphant 
and a camera crew knocked on 
the door of Envy drummer and 
percussionist Nic Fugate's east 
side home Wednesday afternoon 
and announced that the band had 
won the second annual "mtvU 
Best Music On Campus" ti tle . 
The contest was no small jX>ta-
loeS. According to Stephen 
Fnedman. general manager of the 
18-month -old MTV spin-off net-
work . more than 250 bands 
e ntered the nalionwlde contest 
earher thiS ) ear. The network. 
Umversal Records and vou ng 
Viewers narrowed the field 10 JU3t 
a fey, acts In recent weeks. Then 
IWO celebnty Judges. R&B croon-
er Akon and funkmelster Glove. 
JOined the fray. and Envy came 
OUI o n top. 
With the ude comes S25.000. 
an album development deal With 
Universal and a music video to ai r 
in the fall on mt vU. which is 
broadcast on more than 700 col-
lege campuses. 
Though Envy was founded at 
the Uni versity o f Wiscons in-
Platteville three-and-a-half yearS 
ago, a move earlier this year to 
Milwaukee and regular perform-
ances near the campus of UW-
Milwaukee have the group proud-
ly identify ing itself as a UWM 
band. 
On that school's connection, 
Friedman was impressed at the 
enthusiasm shown for Envy at 
UWM. 
"We have high hopes that by 
ki nd of tapping into coll ege stu-
dents. bands like Envy, that the 
sky's the limit," he said. ''The col-
lege music scene is really a fertile 
place to discover new talent. And 
we feel Envy could be pan of a 
really long tradition." 
Band members, ineluding 
Fugate, a UWM student, thought 
they were gathered at his house to 
be interviewed as contest fina l-
ists. So, understandably, slack 
jaws and wide eyes turned to 
screaming, hugging and jumping 
whe n Oliphant and company 
flip'ped the script on them. 
"Dude. I'm just really excited," 
the still-shocked bassist, 20-year-
o ld Paul Pachniak, said minutes 
after the anno uncement. " It ·s 
been amazing .... 1 wasn' t really 
expecting it to happen this fast." 
Pachniak left another band last 
summer to join his brother Jack, 
22, and Dan Faherty, 23, both gui-
tarists ; Fugate, 20 ; and singer 
Amanda Tvedl, 22, in Envy. 
Jaek Pachniak, who co-found-
ed Envy, was in Virginia on busi-
ness Wednesday. 
Faherty said he "hopes this will 
encourage more live original 
mus ic and not just cover bands to 
form in this area." 
A smil ing Fugate joked that he 
was just happy he could ring a 
cowbell , a requirement he said 
other band members gave him 
when he joined Envy last sum-
mer. 
And Tvedt said there was no 
Members 01 the Milwaukee rock band Envy (Irom left to right, Dan Fathery, Amanda Tvedt, Paul 
Pachniak and Nic Fugate) congratulate each other after being voted the best college band in 
the United States by mlvU, a 24-hour col lege network. 
Third Generation - Same Family Ownership 
time to savor the victory, except 
for a pizza party she insisted they 
would have to throw to fonnally 
celebrate. 
''This is great," she said, "but 
we have more music to write to 
make this thing go even further." 
Tvedt's mother, Kim Tvedt, 
had no problem basking in the 
win though, screaming out over 
her daughter 's cell pho ne speaker, 
"Amanda, you rock '" 
" You know, it was clear they ' re 
gifted musicians," mtvU 's 
Friedman said. " It's kind of one 
of the great things about thi s 
channel , di scovering student tal-
ent, and student talent that's going 
to withstand the test of time." 
Friedman said he and his col-
leagues at mtvU heard a bit of 
Evanescence in Envy's style. but 
ultimalely liked Ihal " they had 
their own take on things and on 
the types of music they' re pursu-
ing." 
As for the theme o f the ir fi rst 
video, Faherty th inks they could 
incorporate home videos shot on 
a camping trip two summers ago. 
" We ll , we have th is s ing le 
'Burning Agai n,'" he said. 
"People think it's a break-up 
song, but it's reall y about this car 
we found in the woods, an aban-
doned 85 Honda:' 
The band "revived" the car and 
even took it for a few joyrides 
before beating it up again and 
launching it off a cliff. " Burning 
Agai n" is about the car's "second 
chance." Faherty ad mitted bash-
full y. 'We may try 10 work off of 
that. but if it doesn' t work, we' U 
come up with something." 
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Front page exploitation is shameful OUrOFTOON 
W hen a couple of pre teen gi rl s are found brutally 
stabbed in a wooded area, 
as 9-ycar-old Krys tal 
Tobia s and 8-ycar-old 
Laura Hobbs were out side 
of Zion, 111. . last week. 
famil y and fri ends of the 
victims are likely to have 
many reactions : shock. out -
rage and an unbearable 
sadness. 
So then what was 9-ycar-
o ld C ristela Florek. a close 
friend of Tobias. doing 
with he r fa ce plas tered 
across the fron l page of the 
Chicago Sun-Tllnes on 
May 10. surrounded by 
reporters hastil y sc ribbling 
notes and te levi sion crews 
swooping m for the much-
needed close-up shot? 
Becommg ye l ano ther 
vic tim of the horrib le 
tragedy, that"s what. 
~o doubt. the murder of 
Tobias and Hobbs was 
front-page news, the ktnd 
that makes every reporte r 
cri nge and every newspa-
per reader and televis ion 
viewer pause. 
Two girls, best fri ends, 
out playing on a warm 
Mother 's Day afternoon 
before disappearing, only 
to be found the next day, 
lying IOgether off a dirt 
path 10 a densely-wooded 
area. Accordmg to Zion 
police, which arrested the 
father of Laura Hobbs for 
the crime, they had been 
beaten and stabbed to 
death. 
To rcporters , the story 
has to be to ld at times like 
these. And to tell it effec-
tivel y, there must be voic-
es- of friends , of fami ly, 
of neighbors down the 
street- and capturing those 
voiccs effectively is what 
brings the story home to 
the reader. It allows a 
reporter to do his or her 
job, and do it well . with 
sensit ivi ty and understand-
ing. 
But the Sun-Times' pic-
ture of Florek likely served 
a different purpose, and 
one that had litt le to do 
with telling a story and 
everything to do wi th se Il -
ing newspapers. 
Eyes cast downward, so 
small that reporters had to 
bend over to hear what she 
was saying, next to a man 
pointing a television cam-
era at her head and sur-
rounded by parked news 
vans, little Cristela stood in 
fo r the two girls the Sun-
Times couldn't show, but 
no doubt would if they 
could find a way- Tobias 
and Hobbs. In the photo, 
the gi rl looks ambushed, no 
doubt at a loss to explain 
the kind of pain no 9-year-
o ld should ever have to 
give vo ice to- let alone 
while standing in front of a 
pack of reporters, eager to 
exploit that pain . 
And for what? Cristela' s 
feelings at that moment 
wou Idn 't- cou ldn ' t- have 
advanced the story one 
iota , because everyone 
cou ld imagine what the 9-
year-old was feeling . 
Putting her pain on the 
front page, while empha-
sizing her frailty and vu l-
nerability, served no dis-
cernible news purpose. It 
only served to appea l to 
base instincts of the Sun-
Times' readers, and per-
haps cause a few of them to 
plunk down 50 cents they 
otherwise might not have 
parted with. 
Then again, the edi tors 
who made the decision to 
run thc picture might look 
at the matter differentl y. 
But if they do, then perhaps 
they can explain why they 
misspelled the girl 's name 
later in the story, changing 
Cristela to Kristela without 
explanation. 
But to do that , they may 
have had to actua ll y think 
about what was important. 
And whether their actions 
respected those who need-
ed protection in a time of 
need, or instead helped to 
spread the pain around. 
North-South rivalry lives on 
E vcr smcc mter-league play was mtroduced III \1a)or League 
Baseball elgh! years ago, the 
CrOSSlOY,lll ClaSSIC between 
the Cubs and the White Sox 
has become a therapeutic 
staple of summers In the 
Windy City Each year, each 
series allows w anolher 
opportumty to Ignore the fact 
that ChtCago IJ home to the 
two franchlscs with the 
longest workt champIonshIp 
droughl! In baM:ba ll (no tl1le 
.UlCC 191 7 for the Sox. or 
JIll« 1908 for the CUM). We 
wouldn ' t h2ve II any other 
w.y 
ThCTe 1$ no oveutatmg the 
Importance of thcse SIX 
~mc, ' re\u)l\ to North 
Siden, South Sidcrs and 
everybody m between, every 
\eawn Thl\ yea r " sene' 
beg.ln! With a three-game ICI 
al Wngley h ckl Ihlll week~ 
<nd 
'me (1l vlde between the 
re<tpec ll ve ran bfl~' alwlty!! 
~erm II) get wKler, fi nd cftCh 
;. r~umcnl find, iI"other 
ttn'Wer 1\ , " h tldgepoft 
nal,ve, vtifyhf J(1<.. hard M 
fJi1ley pre:ferq the WIll Ie SfI", 
( ,(rV k (wl 'Jld~II'C V I <.. h 
Mud.; ( ubbtc hlue I h(' ~1X 
~Vf WI,," 22 hr the 4] meet 
mg.q , the ( It~ '{~,k Ihc 1"c;1 
three at Wrigley III July. 
Wilham Ligue Jr., who 
attacked a Kansas City 
Roya ls coach III 2003 , 
emerged from the fi rst base 
Side of U.S. Cellular Field: 
Steve Uartman was made 
famow along the thud-base 
Ime al Wngley. 
And so we enter thIS firsl 
siage of a biner, petty com-
petit ion with hopes for both 
SideS ridlOg high. While the 
White Sox lead their diVISion 
and POS"''' baseball'. best 
record, the Cubl arc treadlllg 
water and III desperate need 
of a turnaround, 
Could the "loveable Ius-
en" be Ju]1 another group of 
ViCtim..' on Ihe South Side's 
march toward Ihe poI I-,ea-
JOn? Or. mIght thl> be the 
North Side 's cbance or 
bflngmg those dreams cra]h~ 
illS back 1010 rca Illy And fe'-
uncc1mg th tr own hopes'/ 
" hili much " for ' lIle , 
We' ll all be walchlllg 
k.cK~ ,dlc~' or ,'" dClraclol lI , 
m'e,~ h::Q~ue play hll5 prove" 
10 twM')';1 mlcle'" Ihrflu ~hf)ul 
b"seb .. ll lmd m(, ICMC rq!lun 
"I n v alrlclIll lnCe 1111 mcepllull 
III J ('~Ji , wllh I1l1cndfllJcC' hlr 
mler lC.L!u C }!SH IICq Qvt' IIIK 
mg t2 ,(,(,(J fallll it ga lne 
But here '" C !lIU4gl l, Hili 
(hffcrClltCli feci deeper, !fut l 
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and morc personal. Wc have 
spent enlire li ves mock ing 
the other team's ballpark, the 
fans Ihat go to it, and the 
team that plays in it. Names 
like Aparicio and Fox, or 
Banks and Williams. can 
make sollle of us want to 
reminisce, or they can make 
some of us want to regurgi-
tate . lnis weekend offers us 
the bcSI way to sen Ie some of 
Ihesc debates- at leasl, tem-
porarily, 
Sure, we could continue to 
dreartillbout thc day that will 
seemingly never come: when 
our ball clubs face olle 
another in the World Series. 
Of course , the last timc Ihat 
happened, there were 45 
states in Ihe union and 
Katherlne Ilepburll- who 
lived 10 be 96- hndn't even 
hee l! bon! 
Uut until hell rreeles over, 
l>ruv lII ~ our ' UllCriurlty 
agaln"l our Ch.·TowlI rivlIl5 
give' u" brn~gin~ rI~htlJ fur 
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LEI I ERS 10 lHE EDrTOR: 
Editoria l ignores chance for s ludenl 
empathy 
We were surprised and disappointed 
by the frosty editorial, "Lock students out 
of labor dispute:' put out Mny 2 by our 
otherwise awnrd-winning colleagues at 
'nle Chronicle, 
TIle "keep it out of the view of the stu· 
dents" stance is insulting to the students ' 
sense of empalhy and engagement with 
the worltluround them. Do students want 
10 be shut out of real life" Are they only 
mterested 111 thcir film and mllsic classes 
to the poutl thllt they wish fo disconnect 
from thdr inUlledillte environment. 
ind udll1g the "dirty laundry" posted on 
the elevator Willi," We think not, Ind if 
they tIo. wlllll kind of artists will they 
1Il11ke If they lire so disfllncro from the 
hfe :uoum.lthem'l 
We CAll nAme plenty of bright. emTN'· 
Ihelle, tnleUlctl 51udenl who 11'e wholl 
engaged in learning their art or craft and 
who also wish to be keenly involved in 
what is going on in their world-whether 
it be through the Student Government 
Association, Q-Force, College 
Democrats and Republicans. Amnesty 
International, Campus Christian groups. 
ISO, Latino Alliance. Hillel. CCABJ. On 
the Ground-they"", fine artists and fmc 
human beings. They arc also our funue. 
Students "'" part of the world along 
with the rest of us. At other universities.. 
for example, they ha\'t been known to go 
on hunger strikes in solidarity with their 
university stalT. Students "'" part of the 
modem world. o.nd the po\\~1' or power-
lessness of employees to shape their 
working lives is • blazing global iss .... 
Give the students the oppot1Unity 10 
make their own choices and decisions. 
Don 't bernte the US of ce's poste" (or 
anyone elsc's heartfelt messages either). 
There', no tooth-picking of e)'l'lids 10 
rnalce sure students !'tld everything they 
see in the hallways! 
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commentary 
Mass media not for the masses 
By Josh Kantarski 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
In the early days, laugh tracks 
and designed sets offered a repre· 
sentation-but not the truth-of 
what life was like in America . It 
was art, and to some degree, it 
was good art, insofar as it helped 
Americans measure and reflect on 
their own lives. 
But then, years later, the blur-
ring began. Grainy. muddled, 
unclear pictures of truth and real-
ity started to accompany OUT 
prime time diets, complete with 
handheld video cameras. The 
glossy veneer of "Leave it to 
Beaver" was gone. Fiction was no 
longer fiction. Reality TV was 
here. "Infotainment" had arrived. 
Where we look now to make 
bener sense of our world- the 
media-has capitulated. Seeking 
the largest audience, media must 
now entertain us while offering us 
news. After all, a spoonful of 
sugar helps the medicine go 
down. 
Which brings us to the current 
state of mass media, and more 
specifically, print and broadcast 
journalism. Some could make the 
argument that media is art; with 
the power to create positive 
change and destroy human beings 
with equal detmess. When placed 
in the hands of the few, some of 
whom have nefarious agendas, 
that power becomes infinitely 
stronger. 
Youngjoumalists and members 
of the media heading out into the 
world have a decision to make. 
Will they contnbute to the glut of 
quasi· news that circulates around 
th is media·saturated country? Or 
will they help lift the vei l that 
seems to have thi s country 
focused on the trials of fallen pop 
stars and apparitions located 
beneath local expressways? 
For a historical and phi losophi. 
cal perspective on the dangers of 
art, which could apply to our 
med ia today, we can look at Plato. 
As depicted in Book 10 of Plato's 
Republk, Socrates argues in a 
dialogue with Plato 's brother, 
Glaucon, that artists- most 
notably poets-should be kicked 
out of the community. His argu· 
ment is this: Artists, merely repre· 
sent what they are trying to por· 
tray in their art, rather than con· 
veying truth, and, as Socrates 
said, "representation and truth are 
a considerable distance apart." 
The part of the mind that the 
artist speaks to is not the rational, 
but the irrational, with an inclina· 
tion toward o ur emotion s, 
because that part of the mind is 
rich in representational possibil i· 
ties; they pander to our most 
prurient desires. Art , Socrates 
claimed, "has a terri fying capaci· 
ty for defonning good peop le." 
Here's where those good peo· 
pie currently stand in America: 
How often have we heard some· 
one ask, "Why do the French hate 
us?" Did we not, in some places, 
change french fries to Freedom 
Fries after the French, one of our 
oldest allies, chose not to support 
the United States in its dec ision to 
invade Iraq? 
The French, however, don ' t 
hate us . Rather, it 's quite the 
opposite. 
A more lucid examination of 
French·U.S. relations indicates 
that France is one of the Un ited 
State's o ldest and mosl signi ficant 
trading partners. In 2002, bi lateral 
trade reached $47 bi llion between 
the two, with France exporting 
$28 billion worth of goods and 
impo rting $ 19 billion in 
American products. 
So, maybe the French do hate 
us, but while they uti lize our 
exports and feed their kids with 
American meat , they might 
remember their dependence on 
us. And uil imately, ours on them. 
But that's probably not the 
case. I smell a misrepresentation. 
Some producer or editor in a 
newsroom somewhere around the 
country knows that some 
KRT 
American, somewhere, bears a 
French "hatred." It's their job to 
find them. They send a reporter 
and camera out, find an American 
willing to talk, and there it is: a 
manufactured story. Suddenly, the 
French hate us and Americans are 
confused . 
To manGfacture a story with the 
French perspec tive, the same 
steps could be taken. The imme-
diacy of that image in a country 
so vi scerally stimulated wou ld 
speak for itself. The image, how· 
ever, would not be truthful . 
The power of a camera, a 
microphone and a group of rab id 
Frenchmen protest ing American 
involvement in lands far, far away 
can be a powerfu l tool of repre· 
senlation. But that's all it is: a too l 
to represent, giving only part, if 
any, of the story. The same goes 
for print media, which also has 
the same opportunity to misrepre. 
sent w ith careless diction and 
superficial reporting. 
It would be easy to take 500 
protesting Frenchmen as the veri-
table truth, for truly the image and 
written word are powerful things. 
Yet, truth and representation, as 
Socrates said, are a considerable 
distance apa rt . A group of 
Frenchmen, however, do not 
speak for the more than 63 mi l· 
lion people of France, peop le who 
rely on the United States, just as 
the United States rel ies on France. 
Others, closer to home, are tak· 
ing notice as well . Frank Rich, 
columnist and cultural cri tic fo r 
The New York Times, vo iced 
conce rns in a May 8 commentary 
about the da ngers of a blurred 
rea lity in media, and the media 's 
willingness to aid that blurring. 
He added, in a scathing indict· 
ment of the American media's 
recent coverage of the annual 
White House Correspo ndents' 
A s so c iation Dinner, that 
reporters' interest in fawning over 
every piece of "news" that comes 
from the Bush Whi te House con· 
tributes 10 the dizzying array of 
what we consume. 
He said, " Infotainment has 
reached a new level of ubiqui ty in 
an era in which ' rea lity' televis ion 
and reality have become so 
b lurred that it 's hard to know if 
ABC News's special investiga· 
tion of 'American Idol ' last week 
was real journalism about a fake 
show or fake journalism about a 
rea l show or whether anyone 
knows the difference-or cares." 
When America can no longer 
tell the difference between news 
and "news," we will undoubtedly 
remain at the whim of those who 
wish to manipulate the truth to 
suit their ends. 
Whether this country truly has 
an affi nity for the avaricious is for 
another argument-our interest in 
the sensational and sa lacious is 
arguable- but in our current state 
one cannot help but wonder: how 
long is the proverb ial "dog" wi ll· 
ing to be wagged? 
Longer commutes on the road and the tracks 
By Jeff Danna 
Campus News Editor 
Chicago certainly is not with-
out its trademarks. 'm e city is 
home to one of the world's tallest 
bu ildi ngs and the country 's 
busiest airports, and now it is one 
of the most congested cities in 
the nation. 
According to a recent report by 
the Texas Transportation 
Institute , a divis ion of Texas 
A&M University 'S Engineering 
System. dri vers in Chicago spent 
58 hours a year- the equi valent 
of almost two-and·a·half full 
days or one·and·a·hal f business 
weeks- in traffic in 2003 . This 
helps rank Chicago behind only 
Los Angeles on TTl 's list o f most 
congested cities. 
This should come as no sur· 
prise to those Chicagoans who 
commute into the city each day. 
And s ince the delay per·person 
has increased by 16 hours in the 
last 10 years, to its current level, 
the highest since TIl began 
keep ing records in 1982, com· 
muters can expect the s ituation to 
worsen. Plus, with the Chicago 
Transi t Authority threatening to 
cu t back public transportation 
service in July, the alternati ves to 
driving in Chicago are becoming 
less des irable. . 
If the CTA cannot cover its $55 
mi llion budget deficit, it has pro· 
posed raising bus and train fares 
to $2 and cutting back service. 
These cutbacks could include 
eliminating 65 weekday bus 
rou tes and the Purple Line 
express serv ice. 
This is not a good s ituation for 
the congestion problem. If com-
muters cannot rely on public 
transportation, then driving, 
despite heavy traffic, beg ins to 
look more attractive. No long 
wai ts for buses in the rain, no 
overstu ffed trains. At least in a 
car, drivers sit in their own pri· 
vate worlds w ith conveniences 
like a rad io to provide at leas t 
some serenity. But if commuters 
hop off the buses and back into 
their cars, this is onl y putting 
more vehicles on the road. 
As it is now, Chicago's public 
transportation system saves com· 
muters an average of 22 hours a 
year, according to the TTl report. 
Howeve r, those who use public 
transportation could face longer 
delays if, for example, the CTA 
increases wait times for buses as 
it has proposed . These com· 
muters wi ll essentia ll y be in the 
same boat as those s itting in traf· 
fic o n the Kennedy 
Expressway- they have to ge t to 
work, but they can ' t escape the 
congestion. 
So what can commuters do? 
Well, there's always carpooling. 
Theoretically, if every driver 
rode with one other person, the 
number of cars on the road could 
be cut in half. But this scenario is 
unlikely. TIle last thing a pe rson 
wants to do is have to spend the 
gmel ing moming commute w ith 
another d isgruntled commute r. 
W hat commuters must do 
instead is voice the ir concerns for 
the lack o f public transportation 
funding and take matters into 
their own hands. The CTA must 
know how essential it is to com· 
muters and how much of an asset 
it is to the gridlock solution. 
Commuters fed up with traffic 
delays shou ld form a coa li tion to 
ra ise money for the CTA . Whi le 
it might be difficult to come up 
wi llI $55 mi ll ion, it wou ld alleast 
send a ma rc powerful message 
than any complaint eve r could. 
Congest ion might st:em like 
another part o f daily life in 
Chicago, but it doesn 't have to 
be. 
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Number of times 
Kole Eugene 
Maxwell, 18, of 
Centre, Ala., shot 
himself on May 6 
while cleanin~ his 
9 mm PistOl. 
17 million:1 
Odds of two play-
ers in a foursome 
getting a hole-in-one 
on the same hole, 
according to Golf 
Digest magazine. 
The Associated 
Press reported on 
May 12 that Randy 
Massey and his step-
mother, Terri 
Massey, both aced 
the ei~hth hole at 
Pam ted Dunes 
Desert Golf Course 
in EI Paso, Texas. 
185 
Gallons of beer 
sent by Germany's 
Stuttgart brewery, 
"Stuttgarter 
Hofbreau," to Pope 
Benedict XVI in 
Rome the weekend 
of May 7. The new 
brand name and 
label change was 
approved by the 
Pope and helped 
tum around the 
wheat beer 's 
struggl ing sales. 
Choice Cuts 




as to why the state of 
Michigan wasn' t 
prosecuting (the film) 
Schindler S List for 
nudity. Huffman, 47, 
was appealing a 
January 2003 convIc-
tion of misdemeanor 
indecent exposure for 
content that appeared 
on a comedy show he 
hosted and produced 
for a public access 
channel in Grand 
Rapids. The three-
minute segment fea-
tured a face drawn on 
a penis while a husky 
voice told jokes. 
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We here at [C]Spaces are excHed that Manifest, the Columbia College Urban Arts FestlYaI, Is 
fast approaching. Now In Hs 4th year, Manifest Is a great start to the Chicago festl¥al season, 
and an amazing way to celebrate the end of the school year. The celebration has already 
begun, and soon the galleries will be filled with graduating senior work. Be sure to check out 
our gallery spaces to see what our students have produced. 
At 1104 S. Wabash, the Glass Curtain Gallery Is featuring the work of graduating BFA Fine Art 
students, the Center for Book and Paper Arts on the second floor houses the MFA Interdlscl· 
pllnary Book and Paper Thesis ElhlbHlon, and at the 1st floor Conaway Center, you will find 
the Graphic Design, AdYertlslng Art, and illustration Senior ElhlbHlon. 
Across the street, at 72 E. 11th street, In the A&D Gallery Is the MFA Photography Thesis 
ElhlbHlon, and C33, located at 33 E. Congress, will showcase the talents of the students of 
DlgHal Media Technology. 
At 623 S. Wabash, The Hokln Gallery will house the Interior ArchHecture Senior ElhlbHlons, 
and the Hokln Annex, the Fashion Design, and Product Design Graduation Seniors' work. 
Finally, at the Raw Space at UCC, located at Harrison and state, you will find the BA/BFA 
Photography show, as well as an installation from the Science and Math Department. 
And don't forget, the big event, the Urban Arts FestiYal, kicks off at 12 noon on Friday, June 3. 
STUDENTS, STAY TUNED TO SEE HOW YOU CAN QUALIFY TO WIN FREE AIRFARE ANYWHERE IN 
THE U.S. ! This all day event is sure to entertain, amuse, and Inspire. WHh bands on 3 stages, 
the TICTOC Perfonnance Art FestlYal, Spectacle Fortuna-a parade, a spectacle, a proces· 
sion, a rHual - there Is something for everyone to enjoy. 
Enjoy this month of festlyHles and we look forward to seeing you at Manifest 2005, on June 3! 
For more Information, visit http://manlfest.colum.edu 





Alkaline Trio release 
yet another album 
about death and 
self-destruction 
see pg 21 
The Killers bring 
Vegas flair to their 
show at the Riviera 
see pg 20 
The Enron whistle-
blower is put under 
oath 
see pg 25 
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Hick m.USiCt 
-,nurs 
Renee Zellweger surprised us 
all when she married country star 
Kenny Chesney in the Virgin 
Islands last week. After hearing 
the news, I'm sure many people 
were scratching their heads, as 
almost no one had the slightest 
idea that the two were even an 
item. (Apparently, they met at one 
01 the countless January tsunami 
reliel benelits.) 
I was one 01 those conlused 
people. But my conlusion did not 
come lrom the lact that I was in 
the dark about their romance. It 
came lrom the lact that I just can't 
(or won't) latham how Zellweger 
eculd go Irom dating uftra cool 
hipster White Stripes Irontman 
Jack White to, uhh ... Chesney. 
Sure, this Chesney guy's sup-
posed to be a big deal lor country 
music , but personally, I can't 
understand Zellweger's choice. 
How does an attractive Oscar· 
winning actress go from dating 
the rocker behind inlectiously grit-
ty songs such as "Seven Nation 
Army" and "Fell in Love with a 
Girl" to the ecwboy hat-wearing 
Tennesseeian whose 1999 hit 
"You Had Me From Hello," drew 
inspiration from-surpris~erry 
McGuire, the lilm which 
Zellweger and Tom Cruise ca.. 
BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR 
starred. Destiny or coincidence? 
We'll never know. 
What I do know, though, is that 
I would never have gone from a 
White Stripe to a mediocre coun-
try crooner. 
Sure, marriage is (supposed to 
be) all about love, not your 
spouse's artistic expression. But I 
could never bring myself to be 
involved with a country musician 
lor the simple fact that I can't 
stand country music. 
I'm not necessarily discrediting 
the musical genre. or even saying 
it sucks. But for as long as I can 
remember it has always annoyed 
me to the point of drastically 
affecting my mood. It's true. 
Country music pisses me off-lit-
erally. It's a phenomenon that no 
one has been quite able to 
explain. I can't even put a finger 
on it myself. 
Whenever I hear country music 
playing anywhere, I start cringing 
immediately. My face tums red, 
and I'm pretty sure steam shoots 
out 01 my ears. I become irritable 
and distracted, the only thought 
running through my mind being: 
"Must. Change. Music, Now." 
It's like Bruce Banner, who 
tums into the Hulk when he gets 
angry. For me all it takes to set off 
my fuse is the slight unerance 01 
songs like "Achy Breaky Heart" 
or-worst 01 all-anything by 
Toby Keith. (His name alone 
makes my skin crawl. I'm current· 
Iy scanning my desk lor a stress 
ball .) 
I l irst realized my uber·annoy-
ance with country music in high 
school when my mom, inlluenced 
by my country alicionado 01 a 
step-dad, had the car stereo set 
on a country station. I think it was 
a Dixie Chicks song that was 
playing; at first I thought wasn't so 
bad, but as they kept on whining 
and pseudo-yodeling I just could-
n't take it anymore. I was so 
annoyed I couldn't even maintain 
a pleasant conversation with my 
mom. Finally, I uncharacteristical· 
Iy shouted, "I can't take this 
music!" and changed the station 
with a hull. My mom was 
shocked. But now it's a running 
joke in my lamily that lor some 
reason country music makes me 
angry. Maybe I was tormented 
with country songs by a baby-sit-
ter when I was younger or some· 
thing. 
Being so easily inluriated by 
country music, I can't imagine 
being married to someone who 
actually creates it. The only thing 
worse than ever having to hear it 
would be if you were surrounded 
by it 24(7. Your house, which was 
once lilled with mod-ish rock 
memorabilia, will now be lilled 
with Country Music Award stat-
ues, cowboy hats, banjos and 
slide guitars. Guests will arrive 
bareloot with straws in their 
mouths after parking their dirt-
covered pick-up truck next to 
your Mazda and lening their lilthy 
dog urinate in your rose bush. 
OK, that's a linle drastic, and 
(maybe) completely stereotypi-
cal. But personally, I'd have to 
appreciate someone's art or 
career to share a room, let alone 
a lile, with them. Maybe I'm shal-
low, but good taste in music is a 
must. 
-0---0--0-~--- ----: -------------------Pit~hj'o~k;;'~ia~c~; i s -f~;I; d~n-g ~ 
o I something more than hiding behind : 
I its computer screens. The Chicago- I 
E N OS A based critiquing website is hosling I V The Intonation Festival on July 16 I and 17 at Pulaski Park with an : 
incomplete yet already impressive I 
Natalie Ponman has a vendetta-
against half, The actresB 01 
Garden Srare and Croser fame 
shaved her head lor a role In her 
nINI film, V lor Vondella, which 
r&valvos around an alternato 
roalrty In which Gormany won 
World War II. "Soma pooplo will 
th,nv I'm a noo-Nazl," Portman 
was roportod all 8aylng, "Or that 
I haw cal1C!lr Or I'm a 1080lan, '" 
line-up 01 bands: The Decemberists, I 
Ihe Fiery Furnaces, the Wrens, I 
Broken Social Scene, Death From : 
Above, Out Hud, A.C. Newman, I 
Magnolia Electric Co .. Four Tel, Xiu I 
Xiu, Andrew Bird, the M's, and the I 
Go! Team are all confirmed. : 
I I 
~- - - - -- --- - -- -- --- - ---- ---- - --- - ~ OulKast's lashionable Andre 3000 
I I can't stop rubtmy my hoad, 1t'6 
I so soft, I rnlght ""ap II for 0 
I 1/Itlllo" 
has Jusl landed a deal with MTV 
Films and Nickelodeon 10 make kids' 
movies edgier, The rapper told Ihe 
Assoclaled Press that kids are look-
InO up to people like his group and 
Jay-Z and lhat children's movlos ara 
"gett ing smartor .,' bocause It soems 
Ilko tho kids aro coolor," To move the 
Ilims In on odglor dlroctlOr1, Andro will 
Btar In and co-produco (I movlo 
co llod Tho HII, about 0 boy who IInds 
out his nolghbor Is Cupid, Soul1ds 
roo I odgy, I 
._---------------- -------------------------------------
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Music runs in the family. 
Portables 
iPod photo 
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T ypically, live concerts eilher have a highly 
entertaining stage 
show or the band onstage actu-
ally sounds good. 
The Killers' sold-out Riviera 
Thealre concert on May 11 had 
it all : an eleclrifying lighl show; 
high-energy Ihe-




ing; great sound 
Ihal even put Ihe 
band's only album, 
Hot Fuss, 10 
shame; a crowd not afraid to 
dance; and even Bono. who 
was spotted on one of the side 
balconies, inciting the crowd to 
chant his name as soon as The 
Killers left the stage. 
During a nearly 40-minute 
intermission, after openers 
Tegan and Sara played a 
crowd-pleasing pop sel full of 
heartbreak and jealousy, the 
stage was transformed into a 
red and black sel similar 10 Ihal 
of a Las Vegas casino-appro-
priate, as the foursome ca ll 
Vegas home-complele with 
Ilghl up band logo hanging 
above (a la the Elvis sign Ihal 
famously adomed Ihe King's 
backdrop). 
Finally, Ihe band hil Ihe 
stage playing -Midnight Show: 
and the ultraviolel, slrobe and 
multi-colored lights were cued. 
The band delivered their mod-
ernized glam/dance rock 
seamlessly. and it was obvious 
that th iS show would nol only 
sound good, bul also be one of 
the most fun shows the Riviera 
has seen all year. Clearly, The 
Killers, like any good Vegas 
act, know how 10 pul on a good 
performance. 
With his commanding stage 
presence. it seemed that 
Flowers, clad in his 
trademark crisp white 
blazer and lie, could 
very well be the classi-
esl, besl-dressed fronl 
man out Ihere. His fash-
ion style, coupled wilh 
his theatrical antics and 
intense emotion while 
singing carried Ihe show line by 
line. For example, on "Mr. 
Brighlside: Flowers dramali-
cally placed his hands over his 
eyes while singing, "I just can 'I 
look it's killing me .. : 
One th ing is for sure: If The 
Killers ever lose popularily 
(which is unlikely, given Iheir 
infecliously radianl perform-
ance), Flowers could always 
have a career or. Broadway. 
The band played mosl of the 
other songs from their album, 
including radio hils "Somebody 
Told Me" and "Jenny Was a 
Friend of Mine" (which kicked 
off Ihe encore). Flowers offered 
little stage banter, bul when he 
did, il was clever and witty. 
Before Iheir Ihird song, he 
walked along the edge of Ihe 
slage, with hands reaching up 
for him, and said, "Chicago, I 
have a very important queslion 
for you. If the answer is no, can 
we change your mind?" This 
was a perfect way 10 break inlo 
"Change Your Mind." 
In addition 10 playing Ihe 
expecled crowd pleasers, Ihe 
band also delivered Iheir song 
"Indie Rock 'n' Roll: which is 
only available on Ihe U.K. 
release of Hot Fuss. The song 
turned into somewhat of an 
arena anthem, as the crowd 
rock 
theRiv 
Dance-rock, flashy lights and Vegas 
flair make for one killer show, 
By Jamie Murnanel A&E Editor 
sang along, "It's indie rock 'n' 
roll for mel it's all I needl it's 
indie rock 'n' roll for me: 
A couple new songs were 
played as well-surely making 
Ihe audience eager for a new 
killer album (not Ihat Ihey need 
to release one anytime soon, 
as they're still riding high on 
their debut release). 
The first of Ihe new songs 
was "Where is She?" in which 
Flowers emolionally asks, 
"Where is she?1 Where is my 
baby girl?1 What have you 
done wilh my whole wide 
world?" The olher new song, 
"All the Pretty Faces: was just 
as emotionally intense, but on 
Ihe other end of Ihe speclrum. 
With lines like, "I don't feel like 
loving you no morel I don'l feel 
like touching you no morel I 
don'l feel like fucking you no 
more," it will surely be a hit sin-
gle when it's released . 
While The Killers' music is far 
from original (in fact, it's besl 
described as rehashed 'SOs 
rock-"the Cure meels Bowie, 
meels Talking Heads, meets 
Depeche Mode: etc ... ), it's 
safe to say that they pull it off 
even better than the origina-
tors. Or maybe it just took so 
long for people to love it so 
damn much. 
The band closed with "All 
These Things That I've Done: 
a song which had the audience 
providing much of the chorus, 
chanting, "I've got soul, but I'm 
not a soldier." 
Even with a couple of new 
songs, it is still too bad that The 
Killers only have one album. If 
they had more matenal, the 
show could have lasted longer 
Ihan 45 minutes. 
Though the set was short, it 
doesn't get much better than 
seeing a great show that ends 
wilh Bono flashing a peace 
sign from a balcony. 
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Former 
Seeing 'Crimson' 
Chicagoans, Alkaline Trio produce more of the same on new album 
By Trish BendixlAssistant A&E Editor 
Former Chicagoan Matt 
Skiba is bordering on 30 years 
old and he's still writing songs 
about the same things he did 
when he was 22. 
In fact, Alkaline Trio, the 
band Skiba formed in 1997, 
have made quite a living off 
the themes they cycle over 
and over again: death and 
hell. The word "hell" shows 
up in at least five of the 13 
songs on their sixth album, 
Crimson. 
While the themes are the 
same, the pop-punk cho-
ruses are something 
vaguely new from the Trio, 
but seem to borrow from 
other noticeably younger 
bands that most likely list 
Alkaline Trio as inspiration 
(think Good Charlotte, 
Hawthorne Heights). 
Unfortunately, Skiba took an 
unwanted sabbatical when he 
broke his arm skateboarding 
(twice), giving room to up-and-
comers like Fall Out Boy to 
capitalize on the genre Alkaline 
Trio once dominated. 
Their label, Vagrant Records, 
said that Crimson is "the most 
mature and ambitious 13 songs 
that Alkaline Trio has ever 
pushed itself to create." 
. Although their maturation isn't 
exactly complete, after the 
vampire-themed Good 
Mourning, it's a welcome 
attempt at change. 
Alkaline Trio's lack of maturi-
ty is evident. They're still target-
ing the same Warped Tour 
audience that filled Tweeter 
Center last year. Their single, 
"Time to Waste:' was released 
exclusively by Hot Topic stores 
at the end of April. And Vagrant 
celebrates their success on the 
website, saying that the record-
ing of Crimson survived the re-
election of George W. Bush 
and Skiba's skateboard ing 
accidents, but noted that there 
were "no failed relationships." 
Maybe that's why this album 
isn't as exciting. It doesn't have 
songs from Goddammit! like 
Help create a family 
I Chiical~o's first and most highly 
lresipected program is looking for 
following: 
compensat ion fa healthy women bet\veen the ages of 
to be anonymous egg donors. Donors w ill 
medication and undergo a minor surgical p" 
Serious inquiries only. 
"Enjoy Your Day," which has 
Dan Andriano crooning over an 
acoustic guitar, hoping his ex-
lover's new boyfriend bought 
her roses on Valentine's Oay. 
There's definitely no "Sorry 
About That ," a drunken plea 
from Skiba as he recalls his 
days of romance that ended 
in his selfishness. 
But the Trio does some 
things right on Crimson. 
They don't trail far from 
what the fans love, and they 
write blissfully dramatic 
lines such as, "Calling all 
cars, all coroners, we've got 
a dead one here." There's 
even a morbidly tragic song 
dedicated to the West 
Memphis Three, a trio that 
were allegedly wrongly con-
victed for the murder of 
three young boys. The song 
called "Prevent th is Tragedy," 
has Skiba singing, "We take 
our daily breath and thank our 
unlucky stars." 
For longtime fans that have 
followed the band since their 
days at Asian Man Records, 
Crimson will be another good 
purchase. After the release of 
2001 's From Here to Infirmary, 
perhaps they're used to disap-
pOintment. 
'Cn'mson J will be released on 
Tuesday. May 24. 
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"Movie Club" puts a new spin on film criticism 
BY TRISH BENDIX / ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR 
THE CREW 
From left: Zorianna Kit, Nathan Rabin, John Ridley, Dr. Josh Kun, Anderson Jones, and guest critic Regan Burns. 
A fake skyline, which includes the famous Hollywood sign, provides the back-ground for lively conversations and debates about one of America's favorite 
forms of entertalnment- film- in a new 
criticism show. 
Film criticism has merged with television 
before the 2004 arrival of "Movie Club with John 
Ridley," which enters Its second season on AMC 
May 20. However, it has never before been set up 
like tho enlertainment version of Bill Maher's 
"Politically Incorrect ." On "Movie Club with John 
Ridley," the movies may be the same as those dis-
cussed on Ebert's "Sneak Previews," but the topics 
of discussion are racier, more relevant and more In 
tune with what moviegoers want to hear. 
The show's producers, Chicagoans Jamie 
Ceaser and John Davies, selected John Ridley, a 
filmmaker, novelist and NPR commentator, to host 
the show. Ceaser and Davies both worked as pro-
ducers at wnw and Ceaser has previously taught 
In Ihe Television Department at Columbia and pro-
duced several locally centered documentaries. 
Davies created the series "Wild Chl~go: which 
,,'.. II 
features strange, crazy, and fun places and people 
in the city, and also worked with Roger Ebert and 
Gene Siskel on their original movie review TV 
show. 
"Movie Club" presents five different opinions on 
the same film, as the group (Zorlanna Kit , Nathan 
Rabin, Dr. Josh Kun, and Anderson Jones) almost 
never agrees wholeheartedly on a film . After a film 
Is brought up for discussion, clips are shown and 
descrlbad, and the four commentators make bullet 
pOints and debate tham before deciding on an 
average star rating. 
Ceaser said that the original concept had 
wMovie Club" set in Chicago with director Harold 
Ramis (Analyze This, Animal House) as the host. 
But Ramis was unavailable, and the search for a 
new host brought the show to Los Angeles. 
"We wanted someone with knowledge of the 
movie industry and someone who had worked in 
the industry. That's why we were looking at Harold 
in Chicago: Ceaser said. "Ridley reall y stood out 
because he started out as stand-up comedian and 
he really had the experience to be a host. He's 
funny, quick and able to come back at the other 
four," 
CASTING 
The "other four" are accomplished critics select-
ed from more than 80 tapes and auditions submit-
ted from all across America. Nathan Rabin is head 
entertainment writer for The Onion; Zorianna Kit is 
the entertainment reporter for KTLA Channel 5; 
Anderson Jones is CNN Headline News' movie crit-
ic; and Dr. Josh Kun is writer and crilic, as well as 
a professor of pop culture at University of California 
Riverside. 
The production team explored newspaper, print, 
video, TV and the Internet for people who did 
reviews, Ceasar said . 
Rabin said that he was ecstatic when the audi-
tions came to Chicago last June. 
"At the time, I was free 51 weeks out of the 
year," Rabin said sarcastically. "I had absolutely 
nothing to do. I was pretty sad and lonely, watching 
my Star Wars DVDs, drinking Jack Daniels and cry-
ing myself to sleep. Nothing was going on in my 
life." 
Besides his day job at The Onion, Rabin con-
tributes to radio stations like NPR and Air America, 
as well as music sites like NME.com, BET.com, 
Spin.com, and HipHop360. He has also written for 
the satirical webzine Modern Humorist. 
But Rabin had doubts about "Movie Club." The 
same weekend of final auditlons, Raoin's best 
friend was getting married in New York and he also 
had the chance to introduce author David Sedaris 
at a book reading . 
"This wedding was wedding of the week in the 
New York Times so it was a big, big deal: Rabin 
said. "And David Sedaris is my favorite writer of all 
time, so I was excited, and it seemed like the 
opportunity of a lifetime. But I had to choose 
between the three, and thankfully the show pilot 
didn't end up airing for another month so I got to go 
to my friend's wedding: 
Later that month, Rabin attended the final eight 
auditions in LA, where he said his competitors 
were friendly but the competition was stiff. 
"I rode from the airport to the hotel with one of 
the women, in early auditions, who worked as a 
critic at the Sun-Times and I hit it off with her," he 
said . "It was strange because we bonded very 
quickly, but it was apparent from the outset that 
there was only money or room for one outside crit-
ic. One of us was going to be going home. It's like 
this video game I used to play called Double 
Dragon . At the end, having killed everybody else, 
you have to kill your friend." 
Rabin compared the interview process and 
final selection to a reality television show. 
"It was all very, very surreal ," he said . "At the 
finals, there were three critics flown in from out of 
town . There was a very nationally respected 
African-American gay Yale graduate, and I thought 
I was f--ked because they said they were looking 
for diversity. Here I am, a heterosexual white male, 
and I'm up against a really bright accomplished 
black gay Yale graduate who happens to be one of 
the top critics in the country. But I figured I still had 
to give it a shot. To make matters worse, he was 
the exact same age as me, and also a prodigy. I 
wasn't completely scared off by that." 
Like an episode of "Survivor," the final eight 
contendors were divided into two groups and read 
their scripts and discussed the selected films. 
Rabin hadn't even seen one of the selected films. 
"I hadn't seen The Passion of the Ghrist 
because I despise Mel Gibson with a white burning 
passion," he said. "He's one of my least favorite 
actors, and certainly my least favorite movie star. 
That being said, I avoided the movie like the 
plague. I thought, 'I don't really have to subject 
myself to such excruciating violence.' ... I kind of 
lucked out, and it was on Pay-Per-View. It was 
strange though, because I literally watched it on a 
10-inch screen in my hotel room. I'm sure that's the 
way Mel Gibson wanted his film to be experi-
enced." 
Rabin said he also thought that he saw an 
omen when the hotel didn't have his room ready on 
time. 
"I went down to the producers' rooms and they 
asked me to rewrite my copy," he said. "It was this 
completely stressful thing. [Jamie] had th is script 
for review I had written, and she read it in the flat-
test, deadest voice imaginable. Then she read 
Josh's and said his was just great, and started 
reading the copy like it was a love letter." 
But Rabin 's brash honesty and humorous over-
tones got him selected as one of the final four, 
along with Jones, Kun and Kit Rabin flies out for 
filming every weekend because he still lives in 
Chicago. 
THE SHOW 
When AMC took on a show like "Movie Club 
with John Ridley," it was aimed at a younger, hip-
per generation. The show is successful due in part 
to its selection of commentators and movies, which 
range from widely released blockbusters to what 
Rabin describes as "arthouse French flicks ." 
"Critics are important," Rabin said. "We are the 
only thing that stands between the stUdios and 
audience. The fact of the matter is, we serve a very 
important function. The studios already have too 
much power through marketing film pieces of crap 
like Saw or The Amityville Horror remake. Mr. and 
Mrs. America feel obligated to go to the local multi-
plex and see Amityville on six screens, when there 
is a good obscure French film playing in an art 
house on the other side of town. As critics, we're 
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saying 'Don't go see Amityville! See that obscure 
French movie!' If It weren't for critics, darlings would 
float out into the ether." 
Ceaser said that the overall goal is to go beyond 
the template "Sneak Previews" has built, serving as a 
"consumers' guide" to the movies. 
ult still is in many ways, very similar to that," she 
said. "It's not only what you should spend your money 
on or shouldn't. It's interesting to hear ideas and dif-
ferent pOints of view. We hope that it's around for a 
while, that it evolves and gets better and better. Once 
you get the template down, you can experiment." 
Rabin said, "[The hosts try to) bring something dif-
ferent and new and unique to the show." 
"I think, well as I like to say, the bottomless need 
for attention I have, I try to be entertaining on teleVI-
sion," he said. "I aim to amuse. But I also try to put 
things in historical and cinematic context. I have a lot 
of film criticism experience. Also [there isI my shame-
less mugging, and I frighten small children with my 
bald head." 
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Othello, Hamlet ••• Skywalker? 
Bradley Zint/Daily Forty-Niner 
II's l ime to prepare your 
inner~dork for the grand finale. 
The last installment of the 
famous Star Wars series, the 
films that changed filmmaking, 
merchandising, soundtracks-
practically everything-forever 
is set for release May 19. 
Revenge of the Sith promises 
to be the most action-packed, 
special effects-dazzled episode 
yet 
Anyone who has seen the 
original trilogy knows the story 
of the black-hooded Anakin 
Skywalker turned Darth Vader, 
a man whose good turns to evil 
in a classic story of greed, 
power and love. Revenge of 
the Sith will tell audiences 
exactly how such malevolence 
persuade him to gain control of 
the galaxy. 
"What drove me to direct 
Episodes I, II and III was the 
larger story about Anakin, who 
starts out as a good person but 
who becomes evil-and, ulti-
mately, is redeemed by his chil-
dren," said George Lucas, the 
creator of Star Wars and direc-
tor of the prequels . 
An increased amount of vio-
lence garnered the film a PG-
13 rating, the first non-PG rat-
ing of any Star Wars movie. 
During the film's production, 
Hayden Christensen, who 
plays Anakin Skywalker, put on 
the newly-constructed Vader 
Episode III finds heart in tragic hero, not epic warfare 
suit and caused the entire Fox 
Studios lot to come to a stand-
still as people witnessed the 
event. 
"Once the cameras started 
rolling and George shouted 
'Action ,' it was incredible," 
Christensen said. "Being inside 
the suit really does make you 
feel powerful and evil. Even 
today, nearly two years after-
ward, I can't forget it-and can'l 
quite articulate how it made me 
feel." 
The movie is hyped as the 
best of the prequel series. 
Revenge of the Sith has Othello or Hamlet." 
received surprising amounts of Even composer 
positive attention from respect- John Williams com-
ed directors Steven Spielberg mented positively on 
and Francis Ford Coppola. the film. 
Admittedly, they are Lucas' "Revenge of the 
friends, but even many of his Sith has the contour 
friends didn't like the original of great human sto-
Star Wars , so maybe their ries , in which people 
attention is a good sign. accomplish wonder-
Kevin Smith, director of ful things amidst the 
Clerks and Jay and Silent Bob terrible happenings 
Strike Back, recently wrote that surround them," 
enthusiastic comments about Williams said. He 
the film on his website, has also stated that 
viewaskew.com. the film's demands 
"This is the star Wars prequel were the most diffi-
the haters have been bitching cult of any in his 
for since Menace came out, career. 
and if they don't cop to that Williams' musical contribu-
when they finally see it, they're lions to the two trilogies are the 
lying ," Smith wrote. 'This ftick is greatest aspect of star Wars, 
so salisfyingly tragic, you'll even above the dazzling 
think you're watcRin~ effects, memorable lines and 
mythological-inspired plot. 
Ignore the Yodas and 
stormtroopers already standing 
in line: This film is going to 
reach out to everyone. The 
movies' central themes about 
Just read the book 
love and loss, good and evil" 
and revenge and retaliation will 
reach out to all of us. And 
besides, who in this world 
doesn't think Darth Vader is 
ceol? 
Adapting books to film can be a lengthy process with unpredictable results 
By Chris Hewitt/Colorado Daily 
It's almost impossible for a 
movie to do justice to a great 
book. 
Even if a movie adaptation 
captures the essence of a book 
- The Sweet Hereafter, say, or 
Harry PoNer and the Prisoner 
of Azkaban-it still isn't the 
book. Inevitably, things you 
loved about the book won't 
make it into the movie. 
Our relationship with books 
tend to be more personal than 
they are with movies, largely 
because books rely on our 
imaginations to create images 
in a way movies don't. That 
may be why Hollywood has 
taken so long to get around to 
some much-loved books and 
why it will never get around to 
others. Trying to do justice to a 
book people worship is daunt-
ing, as these books (and possi-
ble future movies) indicate: 
The Catcher in the Rye 
When we'll see it: Never. 
What took so long: J.D. 
Salinger was writing The 
Catcher in the Rye when a 
movie version of his story 
Uncle Wiggly in Connecticut 
was released . My Foolish 
Hearl starred Susan Hayward. 
Salinger hated it, which may be 
why Catcher hero Holden 
Caulfield is so contemptuous of 
his brother, who works in 
Hollywood. Salinger decreed 
that no other movies should be 
based on his work. 
A Confederacy of Dunces 
When we'll see it: It's not 
looking good. 
What tock so long: A variety of 
directors have attempted to get it 
off the ground, including, most 
recently, Steven Soderbergh 
and then David Gordon Green 
(Undertow, All the Real Girls). 
Drew Barrymore's production 
cempany also attempted to get 
the movie made, with Will 
Ferrell mentioned for the lead-
ing role of a sardonic New 
Orleans man with a unique 
take on the world. But script dif-
ficulty-specifically, trying to tell 
a story largely based on what 
goes on in one man's head-
has been a stumbling block. 
The Hitchhiker's Guide to 
the Galaxy 
When we'll see it: Now. 
What took so long: H#chhiker 
was made into a well-regarded 
miniseries in the '80s, but fans' 
love of Douglas Adams' books 
is so great (and the scepe of 
the five-book series so vast), 
moviemakers may have been 
too intimidated to take it on. 
The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe 
When we'll see it: Christmas. 
What took so long: C.S. 
Lewis' seven Chronicles of 
Narnia books, dating to the 
1950s, have been made into 
TV movies, but to do them right 
would require costly special 
effects and a major commit-
ment. A commitment like that 
turned The Lord of the Rings 
films into some of the biggest 
hits of all time, which is proba-
bly what persuaded Disney to 
pull the trigger on the first 
Narnia book. They didn't hire 
expensive stars-Tilda Swinton 
(Constantine) is the biggest 
name in the cast-and they're 
calling it The Chronicles of 
Namia: The Uon, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe, both tipoffs that 
Disney envisions this as a 
Rings-style blockbuster series. 
The Lord of the Rings 
When we'll see it: Everyone 
already has, but Ihere's proba-
bly yet another collector's edi-
tion on the way. 
What took so long: The ques-
tions were always the same-
how many movies to turn the 
three books into? How to cap-
ture them without spending a 
billion dollars? And director 
Peter Jackson won an Oscar 
for the brilliant ways he 
answered them. 
Prozac Nation 
When we' ll see it: July 5. 
What took so long : Well , 
being repeatedly trashed by 
author Elizabeth Wurtzel didn't 
help. Representalives of 
Miramax Pictures, which made 
Prozac Nation into a movie five 
years ago, have blamed 
Wurtzel's bad-mouthing , as 
well as neverending problems 
and 9/11 , for delays in releasing 
the movie. Prozac Nation pre-
miered at the Toronto Film 
Festival in 2001. The Christina 
Ricci/Jessica Lange/Anne 
Heche film never did make it 
into theaters, but at least it did-
n't premiere on airplanes. It 
aired on the Starz! cable chan-
nel this winter and will debut on 
DVD July 5. 
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Enron story stranger than fiction 
By Todd Burbo/A& E Editor 
like it or not, Michael Moore 
has changed the face of docu-
mentary fi lmmaking. 
The genre once dominated 
by pieces on exotic travel desti-
nations and semi-obscure sub-
cultures such as Bruce Brown's 
The Endless Summer or Ken 
Bums' Jazz is now flooded with 
films attacking political and cor-
porate America. In the wake of 
Moore's 2004 film Fahrenheit 
9/11, the first American docu-
mentary to make more than 
$100 million, we've seen 
attacks on news networks 
(Robert Greenwald's Outfoxe<i), 
fast food (Morgan Spurlock's 
Super Size Me), and business 
in general (Jennifer Abbott and 
Mark Achbar's The Corporation). 
The latest film in this vein is 
Alex Gibney's Enron : The 
Smartest Guys in the Room, 
which dissects the already well-
publicized corporate and politi-
cal scandal of Enron by provid-
ing a peek at those who helped 
bring the company down and 
those who suffered because of 
its collapse. 
The documentary is based 
on the book The Smartest 
Guys in the Room: The 
Amazing Rise and Scandalous 
Fall of Enron , by Bethany 
McLean and Peter Elkind, who 
both appear in the film to com-
ment and elaborate on the 
seemingly ridiculous yet all too 
real plot. 
Gibney was brave to believe 
that audiences would pay to 
watch two hours of business 
jargon, and while he's unlikely 
to earn revenues on the scale 
of Moore's films, his gamble 
should payoff-he has certain-
ly done all that he can to draw a 
crowd. 
Enron begins with a dramat-
ic, Unsolved Mysteries-style 
reenactment of an executive's 
suicide, then quickly backtracks 
to outline the company's histo-
ry. Unfortunately, the film back-
tracks too far with too much 
focus on the details of Enron's 
rise to power. The narration and 
commentaries are peppered 
with corporate lingo detailing 
the mechanics of business that 
audiences do not need to know 
to follow the plot. 
Gibney seems to realize how 
dull the subject matter is and 
attempts to spice up the film 
with any non-business footage 
he can manage to squeeze in . 
An executive's vacation is 
depicted with stock footage of 
airborne dirt bikes, intertwined 
with company employees 
lounging in mud-streaked cloth-
ing. 
Another employee's spend-
ing habits are illustrated by an 
entirely unnecessary-and 
completely uncensored-mon-
tage of strippers. Enron tends 
to linger on these moments 
almost as if it can sense the 
audience perking up during the 
break from business lecture. 
The fi lm also makes a feeble 
attempt to explore the psychol-
ogy behind Enron's top execu-
tives, but fails to get beneath 
the surface, dismissing them as 
"former nerds" who just wanted 
to be cool. In the end, the only 
proven motivation for their 
fraud is sheer greed. 
If audiences make it through 
the first half of Enron, they'll be 
rewarded with an interesting 
look at America's biggest cor-
porate scandal. While the only 
footage of the executives 
involved comes from news clips 
and court coverage, plenty of 
insight is provided by other for-
mer employees. Most notable 
is an energy trader-traders 
were the lifeblood of Enron; 
they bought and sold energy 
"shares" as if it were stock-
and a man at the bottom of the 
food chain, a power line repair-
man. 
Recorded calls featuring the 
energy traders' banter provide 
the most shocking moments of 
the documentary. Audiences 
hear Enron employees call ing 
power plants, telling them to 
shut down, and then power 
back up when prices rise ; 
essentially creating California's 
infamous energy crisis of 2001 . 
The traders also praise wild-
fires for destroying power lines, 
and discuss retiring at 30 years 
old on profits made from 
California's energy sales. 
Whi le the traders expose 
Enron's manipulation of energy 
prices, the line repairman 
brings a human element to the 
story. He mourns the loss of his 
investment of more than 
$300,000, which he sold after 
the scandal for $1 ,200. Nearing 
retirement age, the man is now 
completely unable to support 
himself without working. His 
story reminds us of what the 
Enron scandal was really 
about-the thousands of 
employees and investors left 
broke and jobless. 
Enron does a good job of 
proving that America is, before 
anything else, a capitalist socie-
ty. The company's relationship 
with the Bush administration is 
only briefly examined, but the ir 
influence on the election of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is 
undeniable, according to the 
film . 
A word of warning, however: 
Audience members might leave 
the theater convinced that 
American government is run by 
corporations, and not the peo-
ple. But that's a bit too cynical. 
Enron: The Smartest Guys in 
the Room is now showing at 
Landmark's Century Cinema, 
2828 N. Clark St. 





Please donate your eggs anonY';lOusly , We promise 
the most positive experience with CEO. 
Local Physicians available. Call us if you are: 
• Female between 20-30 years old 
• A healthy, non-smoker 
For information call 
847-656-8733 The Center for Egg Options 
or 773-490-EGGS Illinois, LLC info@egg41l.com 
O~u:mli~r:lJl!!ll 
,~1 _ .. 
1-877-FOR-RENT 
Chicago & Long Term .List Apartments 
All U.S. Cities Short Term & Rooms Free 
'"""-, -, I 
! .. I No BrokerlFees f ~'urirl.<ilied &lJnfi.ltrli.·,hed 
- ¥!!¥ ,;, · ·Ill(·kill !.\_ ' ... ~ 
www.sublet.com 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 GenesIs man 
5 Moved In a 
curved path 
10 Desert Storm 
missile 
14 Go it alone 
15 Disenchanted fan 
16 Sagacious 
17 Jack Horner's 
find 
18 Without care 
19 Small bills 
20 $hade tree 
21 Guided 
22 "Siloxi Blues" 
pIayw<;gI1l 






33 Hive dweller 
34 End one's 
amateur status 
36 Tarzan's mate 





43 DruQQed to sleep 
45 TGIF-pan 
46 Pa'5ley piece 
47 Tries out 
51 Body art 
53 Nuclear disaster 
55 Never existed 
57 Conk out 
58 Green veggie 
59 H S. dance 
61 Estatepapers 
63 Bum a bit 
64 S!>d<y. weI Sluff 
65 />;;OX Flym 
66 Two--wheeler 
67 Tacks on 






4 Lady of the 
house 
5 Mote fit 
6 Chaparral bird 
7 Courtenay 01 
"F1iends· 
8 Squirmy fish 
9 Sobering up 
10 Move in a 
sudden sweep 
11 MeraJry ore 
12 Put to work 
13 Plaines,ll 
21 Abate 
23 Daisy of 
Dogpald1 
25 Mosquito Of flea, 
e.g. 
26 Egyptian ~per 




3S Answered back 









46 DIstress slQ03l 




52 Packs daNn 
54 Strong thread 
56 Garr of "Close 
Encounters" 
59 unks erg. 
60 Gat Of healer 
62 Notable time 
63 TV network 
~------------------------------~ 
I N~~D J.lELP J<ICJ<INV A J.lASIT. 
00 YOU Io'AVE AHf OF nlOSE 
AI-TERl>IATIVE [)flO!< ELIXIR5? 
la 
It's an all too common story: A fabulous, 
smart and funny girl being lett for a dull, 
mousy one. It doesn't make much sense, but 
it happens time and time again. Recently, it 
happened to my friend Tracey. 
Tracey started seeing the completely unat-
tainable Josh a few months back. He had 
quite a reputation, which was part of the 
appeal for her. The more they saw of each 
other, the harder Tracey fell. The sex was 
great and he was more down-to-earth than 
she thought. 
Then Josh started seeing Jane. Since 
Josh was not exclusively dating Tracey. there 
wasn't much she could say, and she didn't 
want to end things, But soon atter, he did. 
'We should just be friends," he told Tracey. 
Jane wasn't a bad looking girl, but she 
wasn't great looking either. She wasn't out-
spoken, and not particularly funny. She was 
. average. Jane followed Josh to every 
party, bar and restaurant he went to in 
the city. 
As Tracey told me the story, ~ 
became all too clear: This was a 
classic case of a man being 
unable to handle a self-assured 
woman . 
I talked to my boyfriend Alan 
about the situation and he, much 
to my surprise, agreed. Some men 
would rather date a simple girl 
than a woman who is unapolo-
getically extroverted. 
"Some guys are threatened 
by confident women: said 
Alan, who is obviously not threat-
ened by a confident woman. "But I do 
think women make too many excuses 
when guys end relationships: 
girl instead. And Chris dumped me because 
he's a masochist and I was too nice to him. 
Uh oh , I officially made up an excuse 
every guy who ever broke up with me. 
I'm not the only one. Nearly all of my 
made similar excuses when a guy chose 
end their relationship. 
I could be wrong, but I rarely hear 
saying, "She dumped me because I am just 
too hot for her and she's afraid I'm going to 
end things first : 
When I break things off with someone, it's 
because the feelings are gone. That's it. 
Unless they cheat or do something horrible 
to me, that is usually the only reason, Why 
am I so unwilling to accept that when 
ends things with me, it's because he 
doesn't like me anymore? 
"No offense, Bea, but I could never 
you: my good friend Adam said. ' 
not my type: Adam is notorious for 
the mousiest, most boring girls i 
city. 
Adam isn't my type either, but 
wondered what the appeal is. I 
rarely attracted to a man who isn't 
funny, smart or attractive and I need 
at least one of these qualities. 
My friend Kevin explained Adam's 
strange behavior to me. 
"Sometimes Ws nice to have some-
one around who doesn't take much 
effort to date: he said. "It's better than 
being alone, and you don't have to 
worry about getting your heart bro-
ken: 
I suppose ~ 's impossible to get honest 
answers out of an ex. Dwelling on the 
"why" can suck the life out of you. 
Whether I'm wrong or right, Ws easier 
ml' to say that a guy just can't handle 
rather than adm~ that he 
I began th inking about every boy 
who ever dumped me, and my 
thought process behind each 
one. Scott dumped me because 
he was a low-life who was going 
nowhere and couldn't handle 
such an ambitious, fabulous per· 
son. Tom dumped me because 
he was too conservative for me 
B~lOW B~fT 
care for me anymore.·Tho«.fn,o 
every excuse I've ever 
stands. 
And extroverted girls 
be bummed about being left 
ing girls. At least you know your 
is suffering in the bedroom. 
and wanted a mousy, Republican Beatrf'l Dixon 
CAN TJ.lE COMMERCIAL, BUCKO, 
AND TELL ME I40W MUCJ.l ONE OF 
EVERYTIlINV WOULD C05T /IE. . 
-Beatrix@chroniclemail.com 








Join the staff of the award-winning Columbia Chronicle and build 
a solid resume of published work. The Chronicle is seeking writers, 
editors, photographers, web designers, advertising reps, and 
graphic designers for paid positions. Pick up an application today for 
the fall. We are hiring staff now! 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
[ 623 S. WABASH, SUITE 205 [ 
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Onfine,at Oasis! Anytlme,AnywhEi'eJ From home, 
a computer lab, or even The HUT! 
You can also WitThe HUT (Helping Unity ThrIVe). 
inthelobbycl623s'wabash.and~eatonecl 
the many laptops! Look for the HUT right next 
to the elevators! 
Simply go to: 
http://oasis.colum.edu 
rt Voteforyourfamecaodldate using your oasis D and Password! When you . log In. simply cUd< Student Gowmment EJectlon and the rest is self 
explanatory! 
Write-in candidates should deliVer 
their submissions to the Director 
cI Student Leadership,Dominlc 
Cottone. 11 04 S. Wabash Suite 
1000. 
Results Will be available 
Monday, May 23rd! Get 
out and VOTE! 
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Your advertisement must be received by 5 p.m. on ttle 
Thursday prior 111 the publishing date. 
Rates 
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with II $5 
minimum. All classif ied ads must be pre-paid in full prior to 
publication. All ads will be published in the order of pur-
chasing date 




Send ~our typed Dr printed ad cop~ along with your full 
name. city, stBte, lip code and phone number with full pay-
ment to: Chronicle Classifieds, SOD S. Michigan Ave" 
Chico!o, 11 60605. 
Ry Fox 
Fax your typed or printed lid copy IIlong with your full 
nllme, city, state, zip code and phone number with full pay-
ment to 311/344-6031. 
Chicago Job Fairs, Career 
Fairs, Employmenl fairs, 0 
pen Houses and more! 
YOUR Chicago career 
connection! 
ww.chicagojobresource.com 
Free meditation instruction! 
Obtain inner peace & happiness 
Ihrough Quan Yin Medilalion. 
Meditation instruction is offered 
free al l:OO p.m. on every 
Saturday. 58t2 N. Braodway, 
Chicago, IL 60660 I 
773·506·2578 
Markel Research Company 
seeking a part·time hos1i1losless 
in a professional office setting to 
assist visiting clienls. Duties 
include making pholocopies, 
printing documenls, faxing , mak 
ing coffee, serving food and 
greeling guesls. The candidale 
needs 10 be friendly, profession 
al and able 10 Ihink on their teet. 
There are no weekend hours. 
We are looking for people who 
can work at lea512-3 shifts- from 
7 am·3 pm or 3pm ·11 pm. 
Schedule varies weekly. Must be 
able to work Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Hourly rale: $10.00. 
Please email your resume and 
availability 10 
awreschg@yahoo.com. 
Make $ $$ laking Online 
Surveys Earn $tO·$125 tor 




On June 4, vending Consultants will be leaving Columbia CoUege. 
W e placed the first vending m achines at C o lumbi a College in 1967 whe n the college was located o n Ohio Street with an enrollment o f a few hlmdred student s. This year, fo r the first 
time, the food service contrac t w as put up for bid. Many of the bid requirements would not h ave al-
lowed u s to besl serve the college. Therefore, we d eclined to bid on the contract. \Ve c annot leave with-
out expressing o ur gratitude to the people we have worked with fo r all these years; the administrato rs, 
executives, th e wo nde rful administrative assista nts a nd the thou sand s of cu stomer s; the staff, fac ulty and 
students. VVe are especially grateful to the students who smiled a t you over the counte r, d elivered your 
coflee, served yo ur soup, se t up your eveIlls, and p este red you fo r rn issing ton gs and trays. 
Thl'follo<L1'ng is a list of studfllis who have ll'Orkt'dfor food slTuice since J 988. Some of IIUSt' studmts wo,*edfor a/ew montiEs - a/eUi scmeste"rJ. bul SMile if 11U71l 
st9·t"d on 10 kup 171onl)/ conu'ng in whiff thry PU1'Sut"d dreams that brought th('!11 to Columbia. 
D in a Anderson- john Albert - C hristel Allen ~~ Richard Andreou a --Derwin Alexander- Nicki A.tJ en- Ve nita A.tJcn ~joannc Accto ~' Anlhony 
Armour '·· l c l'f<Ul ce Ar mottr~ Epifa.nio Alvarez- Rogt'lio Alcauler- David Beres- C hesler Brown - Kalrina Brown - Mallud Burg;os- M alaika 
Berry ·- :Vla.un:cll Bri U-~ Charless llcrJnclt '-j oc Brewer- Scoll Bro\vn- C hristine Barr- A my Bauer- Rouel' t Baue l"-" Danielle Bell - TifTany 
Bolk ..... Shonde1l Baker- G ilberl Balkera<.; - Alli soll BazaJ'ko- j eremy Bolcn - Mauhew Brookens- Ali ce Borozofsky ~"Villiam Buchanan - Arnold 
Bush - M onlen sia Banks'- 'l 'imolhy Bass''' M ishikea Bralhwaite-' Melan ie Boyd- Errick Brown - 'l yra Brown-'C"luiana Browne-'Robert Berry- Sara 
Bikmau --StepIHUlie Browll '-Aus tul Bq'<Ull -' HillaI)' Harber-' Gar rell Barnch ' '' Thomas Bligh~' Matl BUI'chacki - -Le<UlIle Bazetla~ Allison 
Bozma- Krisfin Brinley- Keila Brown~'Alexis Buck- Patrick Bresnahan - C hristopher Brown- A! Cook- C lenn C abrera- Adrianna 
Ceballo.'i -- Slaihupher Colcmru ~ '-Chl'is tian C ramer- LaQuila Covington- Alam Cm'mona- Dujualla Con 'V'dY -- Dan C I<U'k- Erik Colbcl' l·- Sc.;an 
Coughlin '- Michacl C ,vik,'- Ccor,gct tc C urd '- Nicok C han t:r-- Kevill Cosgrovc '- Kiyaka Culp'~Zack C alTariui - David C lark- Megml 
Clinard ~Chari C rumblc - L:Ulce C hamblis- Micha.el Davis- Riccardo Davis- Dwigh l Davis- Cherice Davis- Sharon DlIkes~Adell Davis-Alldre\'~' 
lJetiofT- M icll ae l Dixon- Roger Dugain '~ Cae:;el' Droz '~Eugene Dunn' -- Kinzy DOlson-· Ro man DeLion- :Jusli n Dawson-- RobYII Donoho ..... Holly 
OruYler - St<lcy Dl'Ocge- JocUl na Dl'abn ik- Kelly Estabrook- \I\'ilbur Lpps- Ken neth Edmonds~ F1'ancesca Eadie- James Ellis- Eli zabeth 
Emswcl lc l" -Freddie F lorcs- Feli cia Falk~ \.-vilbcrl frankiin - Ch risloph("r Frcc ~- Sa.ndra Fer l'c r - Allyson Fricdman ~- Mich cll (' Feneis- Latcsc 
Fer .~usoll ·- BnUldoll Fails -- Alldl'e \\' Foison- Uw e FaJt:on - Andrea Fawt.:clI - Rcubcn fostcr- Kelly Gm-reu --:JefTl'ry Casbro- York Griffith - Pablo 
G,ucia~-.Jim G ilmorc -' Es merelda Garc ia'" Utsandra G arller-- David G ibbolls--:.Jeruca Glcl ln ~' Ed wi:n Garc ia '-Mrulud C omez - rvla llh ew 
Graf~jon<lthou Gn'(' 11 - Laura Gross- Krisrin G I(,:lvt"s - Darcy Gcrbi no~- Ik(~ Hobbs'-!v1au liaJe - .Marina Ht!ck- Trcnr IIaaga- AIl ,!:!,d 
Harris ~- Lake :!'h a HeJl d t' rson ~' Pat rice Hanes- Derek H,Ulson - Edmu-d I-Itldcl JcslOn ~'Dawn I-lartman- \-Vayne l-Iatt er -' C herlYllll IliIl--C)'! tlili a 
I-iouslon - Denill e Hampton- Sa5k.ia Hilkes -- lony l-i oopcr-~1ark J Iorwalh- W illie Hoskins- Maria I-Iullllllel -:}cnn ifer Harrmgtoll - I lcidi 
lIollins " Brian I Ia lladay- David 1 Ialpin '-Clifton IlamlC'fI --Sara h I leplH' r -Jacob I 10\laJHI -- Elc:n e IIIiopo ul m - Sh (Oril aJal'rcls- KevinJo n('!j '- Ebony 
j ohusou '. Robertjackso ll - RcgillaJd j o u t.:'s-· Cyndij ~Uletka -:}<Ulclj<U'cIIOW - tvtiebdlt'Jaeksoll -- Bryru!jadrich .. LukeJ cllllllot --RadldJo lle.s ~' Meerl y 
..Jerome-MatlhcwJankau ski s ~j("unifer Kush ~Jennifer I{.night - Ka[ hy Kidd- Tony Kin g- juU Kowalkowski ~-justin Kaufmann- Ky le E..line- Justin 
Kiebler- j a mie Ka;:oull -Jason Kandik- james Killirul - Bt"r ha nie Kon :zynski '- Kensukt: Kagawa- j ason KeU1lor- Sara King-Josh KcUl flll <UIIl- Brt· t 
Koolllz - Ryrul Keogh ~ ~lY Le mm a- MariaJopsefina Lopez- AngcLique Lewis -- C hristopher L"lin -Joseph Leonard - Kennelh Leon idao; - Esteban 
Lopez - WiUi run Lrgg.-o - Doug Mao;on - C rysraJ Morlon - j ose Morales- Debi :vtakler- Laura Manyari- Lo ra Mario ll ini - T illl Mrulde l1 ~ Arn cva 
Mason- Lisa McDonald ~- rvlrull ezc Minor- \OVcsl(>y Mo), - Hrian McCh ristian - Heidi M.i ller- l IilIary Mooers- C hcrce Mor l'i~ -' Sarah 
1\I10ses- Miche lle MOICS-' Dor ion Myrickes- jackie .Miller - Elizabeth Mozer- Nadice l'vlac ll idcr - Nayu[a :vtagce- Q lcntul MaJon e-- Elijah 
M atthews- David McEwen - Louisetla McGrew~Chris McGruder - Daniel Meza- CaIla Miguez-Ruiz~ Tracy Martol'ello ...... Katherine 
Mayfield~- Velisa M uilim -' Sarah McDuJTy - Uiura !l.1.adalinski - St:<U1 l'vWnamow- Malhias Maloff'~Christin e McDanid --Troy !\/Iol'I'is'- Mdinda 
Mar linez - Lorri Nalldrea ..... Taishiya Nix- Rod O'Connor - Patrick O'Neill - Sean O'Neill - Matthew O'Neill - Patrick O'Donne ll~ Ryan 
O liver- j oshua O li ver - Maria Orl('ga- Ayana O den- William Pmwr- Oujuan Prilchclt -Thoma~ Pritc.harci - D ianc Pavili ck- Yui Po llard - Br ian 
Puclik- Julie Pell~- I ..e i gIH'\nJle Peper- J oe Pepilione - Joseph Pi(l ~- Andre,'\o' Pollina- Vanessa Payne- Kevin Peppers-' Marion Pt" r t e r .~oll -Ju st i n 
Poncd- Lynn Paltcrson - ol\ndy Patch- Bell Po tter- Rachal Robinson - Earnest Randle- Penny Riley- Andrea Ruff- \ Villi run R.cyes- M),kqu cl 
Rcyllolds- :-\nnc Redman - Maurcen R.cnk - i\mbcr Rcsky- Sarah Rice- Nicola Reynolds- Kathleen Reisner - And rew Radlowski - jrunie 
R.t!ddig- Fard,ul Shahid '- Keaneth Spires ~' K.t:ith Schuermruul ·-j a.-son S rin g---jolm Sagris- jemlift:r Smith -jason Shupp-- Lucilli u~ Snulh- Darcy 
Sc hlll~rr-Wade Simpson - April Slone- Laure n Siegel- Andrew S ll1ith ~-joshna SpiegelOlan ,w C had Sch ultr -joan Schuh - Rober! 
Sh ~rTt: II - Sc all Smith- 'l~ra & hul l7. - Ri<:h ard Szce pal\ ski- Rl~bckah Sihio- Janatac Spell c~r-Calh('rinl' Saleska - Bemie Sokolowski - Raconda 
Sparks- Justul Su lli van - Megan Sykes- Brian StcUlley-:Joe Sreven~-Gwendolyn SaJHly- Z:.mella Smith- Adam S[einberg- Ka)' li t" 
Sekh- julia Sreiuberg--Kale Swanson '- Rosru ),n Thomas- Andrew TIIOOla- Arhooda Thompson- Erica Tava- C herrice T homa."J- Byron 
Turner- Daryl Thomas~- Laleesha Thomas '-james Trevencn- Timolhy Tigge ns- Max Timm- .MichdJe Tarnow- Loretta Taylor- Patrick 
TllJ"Ilt"f~" R.oSt" Tull y ~Larr)' Towt:r s'~ Aarou Toy - Zachary TcrreU -~ Lturen Vega- Xochili Vargas~ Marcia \\hgitt- M<U'y Susan Wrulg -Niult 
\V't1 coz - Angeia 'vVilJiams- C he ryl \'\'ard -- Rt'IH'(> Williams- Retty Wright '· Michael \oViUiams- Dan 'Norland '- I.anarr Wa<;: hington - 'l f-fC'z 
Wea- j t"nnifer 'Wirtz- Angela \I\'addell - Sam WaJtt:r s--ScolI Williams- Leonard \'Varrt"n - Lilldsey Woolfolk- Yfark \tVooda.ll-- Kel ~t:y 
\-V'ald - S lepanie \,\'ilkins- Kardell \'\'oodson- Ein ara Yrues - Pam Yado - £ ni sa Yurl seber- jolene Yo ung- I..ucru: Zastrow' L:um ZabrulCh 
We hope we haven't omitted anyone. May allyo1.r dreams cometrlle! 
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Riders grill eTA on 
Brown Line project 
o Upgrades, work on stations planned by eTA 
~ Monica Tapia 
ff Wiiiii 
When the public had an oppor-
tunity at a May 9 meeting to ask 
Chicago Transit Authority offi-
cial s with questions about the 
controve rsial Brown Line 
Capac ity Expansion Project , 
many people left feeling unheard 
and unanswered . 
Over the years, overcrowding 
has become an issue on one of 
the city's oldest Jines which has 
nearly 44,500 riders on the aver-
age weekday. 
Despite the necess ity for 
updates on the line, many cus-
tomers are not pleased with the 
eTA's design and plans for the 
affected stations. 
The public meeting at Horner 
Park, 2741 W. Montrose Ave., 
was supposed to allow the com-
munity to voice their concerns 
about the impending Brown Line 
expansion but attendees left 
unsatisfied. 
Regular riders were concerned 
at the meeting about the plans , 
including work on the Kimball, 
Kedzie, Francisco, Rockwell and 
Western stations, from the pro-
posed design to the timing and 
cost of the project at the meet-
ing. 
"They lied to our faces , over 
and over again," said June Huitt, 
a regular Brown Line rider. "I'm 
pretty pissed." 
Everyday Huitt, a Chicago res-
ident, uses the Rockwell station 
in the morning and the Western 
station at night. She said she is 
disgusted with the new des ign 
for the Rockwell station- a sta-
tion that she was told, time and 
again at other community meet-
ings, was go ing to remain the 
same. 
The CTA has every station up 
for redesign, said John Dalton, 
with CTA construction. He said 
that the new upgrades, such as 
new station houses or canopies, 
are going to be redone with inex-
pens ive stee l and materials. 
"The stations are not going to be 
Cadillacs," Dalton sa id. 
Most of the stations are reduc-
ing their non-customer features 
such as janitor closets and 
employee restrooms. Questions 
about where employees would 
be able to take restroom breaks 
went unanswered, another point 
of contention for Huitt . 
Attendees felt the most press-
ing issues were glossed over at 
the meeting. An issue that came 
up repeadtedly was the length of 
time each station would be shut 
down. 
Auriel Cabrera, a senior at 
Columbia and Brown Line rider, 
said she was appalled at the 
amount of time the CTA has esti-
mated. 
"The CTA needs to find alter-
native ways of providing servic-
es if these stations are going to 
be closed down," Cabrera said . 
"My guess is that they haven 't 
considered how the passengers 
feel about closure." 
BECOME THE LEADER 
YOU WERE BORN TO BE. 
~"""""""IHIII" __ ''''''''1111 
".,. .... ....., ..... lftIfc:omp/lCq ... ClIlIllt Trlllftll&. 
Ask how to get 
up to 
CII4iIdIIIla,.uc.- II otS 1r*MI'" 14 ..... IM.-
1tIiIICI ...... c--.lI •• OfIIc:tt.JOU'I .. ,...... 
•• WIIr •• ~ ...... and,~rrf .. .uon. 
Til 1M "' .... "fWI awtr..tUtWCS1 • cal 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave, Suite 226 
When: Stop by Dr call today 




The eTA sponsored a public meeting at Homer Park, 2741 W. Montrose Avenue, where regular 
riders and concerned citizens questioned the authority·s upcoming Brown Line expansion project. 
Busy stations such as Kimball, Kedzie, Francisco, Rockwell and Western will be dosed on and off 
starting this summer with few alternative options for riders. 
The temporary closures will 
start in September. On average, 
each station will be closed for 
about six-eight months , but no 
adjacent stations will be closed 
at the same time. 
The Western station is the only 
one that won't be closed on 
weekends. Station closures will 
be lengthy because overtime 
hours are not on the budget, 
according to Robert Wittman, 
with eTA construction. 
Angry customers complained 
to CTA officials about starting 
the work during the first month 
of cold weather. 
But CTA officials said the 
project needed to begin inunedi-
ately in order to obtain the funds 
provided by the federal govern-
ment and the Regional 
Transportation Authority. 
The objective of the project is 
to increase the line's overall rid-
ership from 66,000 riders a day 
to almost 90,000. The plans also 
look to provide access to a ll CTA 
customers, including handi-
capped passengers with 
upgrades in wheelchair accessi-
bility. The CTA plans to update 
the line, enlarge platforms to 
accommodate waiting passen-
gers and add two more cars to 
each train to ease congestion 
during peak times . Some stations 
are going to be fully upgraded. 
According to CTA officials , 
the plan is on a tight budget- a 
half a billion dollars- leaving 
many customers at the meeting 
asking why they are concentrat-
ing on new designs and 
upgrades. 
"I'd rather have a shabby sta-
tion than something new [like 
these plans]," Huitt said. 
No alternative train schedules 
have been printed or even pro-
posed. More details will be 
determined in future meetings 
held by the CTA. 
Mi . SSIOn COlllillued/rom Back Page 
hasn 't been responsive." Velez 
said. "We've been attempting to 
reach her, but that hasn't hap-
pened." Haithcock did not return 
their phone calls . 
In March, Velez said, the group 
"went to the top" and sent more 
than 500 petitions and a letter to 
Mayor Daley voicing their con-
cerns about the mission's poss i-
ble move. Velez said they did not 
receive a response from the 
mayor's office. City officials 
have voiced concerns in the 
past that the mission could be 
condemned if issues of upkeep 
weren' t addressed. The 
Mayor's office could not be 
reached for comment. 
Velez said the group recog-
nized the Chicago Journal as 
the South Loop's community 
newspaper, which is why they 
chose to send the letter to that 
publication. 
" We recognize that Mayor 
Daley reads it as well ," Velez 
said. She added that the group is 
currently in the process of laying 
out other alternatives for the mis-
sion, and, in the coming months, 
they hope to voice those plans. 
Velez said the article was a 
group e ffort and was researched 
through various city publications, 
including the Chicago Tribune 
and Chicago Sun-Times. 
And while the mayor may not 
have noticed the article, others 
have, including the mission. 
Because of issues with other 
publ ications misquoting and mis-
representing the mission. the mis-
sions' spokesperson wished to 
remain anonymous, but did say 
that the groups' May 5 letter in 
the Chicago Journal was "mostly 
untrue." 
"A good part of that article was 
totally fa lse," said the spokesper-
son. "[The group 1 has a problem 
with us because they think we' ll 
add serious issues [to their neigh-
borhood]." 
The mission's spokesperson 
"You can't stop your flow of 
communicatibn because thlit's 
what they want you to do. They 
want you to go -away," 
preserving area landmarks and 
enhancing the quality of life in 
the South Loop, said that the citi-
zens concerned with the Pacific 
Garden Mission 's move should 
come to the South Loop to see 
how the community and mixed-
income housing live hannonious-
ly. 
" I'm concerned that Pilsen res-
idents haven 't done their home-
work," Gryce Sturino said. "They 
need to get themselves 
infonned." 
Gryce Sturino, reiterating 
the missions' complaint of 
inaccurate information in the 
letter, said, "It's not playing 
-Martha Velez, The Concerned 
Citizens of/he Pacific Garden 
Mission Relocation 
fair putting wrong infonna· 
tion lin the Chicago Journal]." 
But while Gryce Sturino 
added that Pilsen residents 
could benefit from looking at 
the models in the South Loop, 
including a mixed income single 
room occupancy at 18th Street 
and Wabash Avenue, she said that 
another area institution wou ld 
greatly benefit from the missions ' 
move . 
, 
added that the group recently met 
with the mission officials, indicat-
ing that they would be bringing 
" five or six" members, but instead 
came with 26. 
"We met with them on good 
faith, and while we were talking, 
people were picketing outside," 
the spokesperson said. 
While both groups continue to 
argue their points, others in the 
South Loop have argued that the 
concerned citizens should take a 
look at how other mixed-income 
housing and homeless she lters in 
the South Loop have fared in the 
past. 
Leslie Gryce Sturino, president 
of South Loop Neighbors, a non-
profit organization dedicated to 
"[South Loop Neighbors ' ] 
position is that Jones College 
Prep has to absolutely go forward 
with all possible haste," Gryce 
Sturino said of the school's plans 
to add facilities once the mission 
moved. "This has dragged on for 
too long." 
She added: "No one's needs are 
being served [with the arguments 
continuing]. least of all the 
clients . The mission is going for-
ward to change that." 
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Cyclists to 'Bike Chicago' 
o Lake Shore Drive to be closed for bicyclists as part of annual event 
By Debra Fine 
StaffWrtier 
People living on Lake Shore 
Drive who open their windows 
early on May 29 will not hear 
sounds of honking cars or crashing 
waves. Instead, they will be greet-
ed by the sounds of gears changing 
and tires whirring as cyclists take 
over the road in the annual Bike the 
Drive. 
Bike the Drive is the premier 
event of Bike Chicago 2005, a 
three-month initiative with events 
organized by the Chicago land 
Bicycle Federation and other bicy-
cling and citizens' groups. The 
Bike the Drive campaign, spon-
sored by the Mayor's Office of 
Special Events and Bank One, 
encourages Chicagoans to leave 
their cars behind and get on their 
bikes. EvenlS like Bike the Drive, 
the Bike to Work Rally and 
Commuter Challenge aim to 
remind people that Chicago, which 
was named the best big city for 
cycling in 2002 by Bicycling mag-
azine, is a bike-friendly city. 
One of Bike Chicago's most 
popular events, Bike the Drive, is 
organized and presented by the 
CBF each year. The event allows 
thousands of bicyclists to ride on 
Lake Shore Drive when the city 
closes it to vehicular traffic for four 
hours. The event, which is open to 
all Chicagoans who register. drew 
as many as 25 ,000 riders last May, 
and the city expects just as many 
people this year. 
Jocelyn Brumbaugh decided to 
bike the Drive last year with her 
boyfriend to celebrate the start of 
the sununer. It was such a great 
experience, she said, that she plans 
to go again this year, despite the 
rigorous course. 
"You don't rea lize how hilly it is 
when you 're riding in a car," 
Bnunbaugh said. "It 's open to all 
sorts of folks from first time bikers 
to [experienced bicyclists]." 
Participants can choose from a 
IS-mile or 30-mile course on Lake 
Shore Drive, starting and ending at 
"It's more than recreation. 
Bicycles are a viable [alter-
native] to driving anywhere 
you need to go." 
- David Morlon, Columbia 
College faculty member 
the Museum Campus. Afler all the 
cycling is done, participants can 
relax at the post-ride festival, in 
Upper Hutchinson Field, at 
Columbus and Balbo drives, which 
includes activities for chi ldren, a 
pancake breakfast. music and 
health screenings. 
"We encourage people to get out 
and take advantage of the conven-
ient opportunities," said Mary May 
of the Mayor 's Office of Special 
Events. "Bike Chicago is the only 
[bicycle program] recognized 
national ly." 
The city is also trying to get peo-
ple to choose riding their bikes to 
work instead of taking a car or bus. 
On June 17, the city will host the 
Bike to Work Rall y and Commuter 
Challenge. Cyclists who ride to 
work will be rewarded with a free 
continental breakfast, T-shirts and 
rame prizes. 
Aside from larger events, there 
are other perks for riders through-
out the three months of Bike 
Chicago. Bally Total Fitness lets 
cyclists use their showers and lock-
er rooms for free and local bike 
shops hold seminars on safety. 
Commuters will also be allowed to 
bring their bikes on Metra trains, 
an issue that has been a hot topic 
since Lt. Governor Pat Quinn pro-
posed his initiative to petition for 
bikes on all Metra commuter 
trains. 
City and activist organizations 
also sponsor events where bicy-
cl ists race against people driving in 
cars or taking the el to the same 
locations to show that bicycl ing is 
an efficient way of getting around. 
David Morton, a full-time faculty 
member in Columbia's Institute for 
Science Education and Science 
Communication, said riding a bike 
is a great way to get around. 
"It's more than recreation," 
Morton said. "Bicycles are a viable 
[alternative] to dnving anywhere 
you need to go." 
Riders also have the opportlmity 
to bike through the night during the 
17 annual L.A.T.E. Ride, presented 
by Friends of the Parks. On July 10 
about 9,000 people are expected to 
start at Buckingham Fountain and 
ride until they see the slln rise over 
Lake Michigan. 
"It's unique riding through the 
city at night. It isn't something you 
do [a ll the time1 ," said Bike 
Chicago volunteer and cycl ist 
Floyd Bednarz. 
Ben PancoastTThe Chronicle 
The Chicago Mayor's Office of Special Events and various 
bicycling advocacy groups in the city encourage people to ride 
around town during with the annual "Bike Chicago" campaign . 
During May, June and July events will be held around the city 
for riders of all ages and skill levels. 
Bike Chicago is pan of an ongo-
ing conunitment to making the city 
bicycle friendly, providing space 
for people to ride and park their 
bikes. Chicago has 100 miles of 
bike lanes~more than New York 
City~and more than 50 miles of 
bike paths. The city also has about 
10,000 bike racks, according to 
May, and more are being installed 
all the time. 
"We continue every year to 
improve upon what we have." May 
said. 
Several tours of Chicago neigh-
borhoods, such as Pedal TIrrough 
Pilsen, which takes cyclists by his-
toric buildings in the Pilsen neigh-
borhood, will happen throughout 
the summer. Other tours include 
Chinatown on Bicycle Tour and a 
Travel Through Taylor. All of these 
events are organized and run by 
various civic and advocacy groups. 
Bike Chicago aims to be both an 
awareness campaign and a com-
munity builder for bicyclists in 
Chicago. Organizers look to 
encourage people to look at bikes 
as a real option as opposed to tak-
ing cars. 
Amy Bartley. a junior marketing 
major at Columbia. an intern for 
the CBF who works as a volunteer 
coordinator for Bike the Drive. 
looks to do just thaI. 
"Biking is a great way for col-
lege students to get around the 
city:' Bartley sa id. "You can get to 
school in half the time you could 
walking." 
For more illJomlatlOn on any of 
these eveflfs log 011 to 
www.bikechicago2005.org or call 
The Mayor s Office of 
Special Events at (312) 74-1-3315. 
Lake Continuedfrom Back Page 
direct health effec ts from swim-
ming in contaminated water." 
The current federally-approved 
test ing me thod for E. coli 
requires samples to be sent to and 
evaluated by licensed EPA 
testers . Though the test is then 
more accurate, it takes a relative-
ly long time. In addition to the 
approved method, the Chicago 
Park Distri ct uses an experimen-
tal method ca lled the Smart 
Cycler that provides faster results 
but, Arizzi said, the distric t can-
not rely on thi s. Cabala sa id that 
there is a national push for faster 
methods like this one because, 
while departments wa it for 
I On the Lighter Side I 
Don't leave stuff in the locker 
room .•• 
On May 5 an 18-year-old male 
at Jones College Prep, 606 S. 
State St., reported to police that 
he left his cell phone in his coat 
pocket in the school's locker 
room. Upon returning to the 
room, he discovered the phone 
was missing. He said the value of 
the phone was $300. 
... Or on a 7·Eleven counter 
Police responded to report of 
theft inside the University Center 
of Chicago, 525 S. State St., on 
May 7. The victim said she left 
her checkbook on the counter of 
the neighboring 7-Eleven. She 
left the store and realized she for-
got it, and called the store, A 
cleric infonned her that she had 
results, people ha ve likely 
already been swimming. 
Recent research questions the 
effecti veness of swinuning bans. 
Don Coursey, Ameritech 
Professor at Irving B. Harris 
Graduate School of Public Policy 
Studies , said hi s re search for 
faster methods would mostly 
help larger cities. 
"The problem is whether it is 
cost-effec tive for smaller cities to 
use new technology [like the 
Smart Cycler] ," Coursey said. 
"Like a lot of things, you have to 
wait for the cost to catch up with 
the technology." 
Coursey's and the EPA's 
research both point to animal 
waste in the wa ter as the cause of 
high bacteria levels. Agricultural 
sources and the rise of cities near 
coastlines are also factors . These 
kinds of issues will remain no 
matter what steps are taken to 
combat it, though the lake is 
much cleaner than it was in the 
1960s and 1970s, when some of 
the counterpart Great Lakes were 
on the verge of being declared 
dead water bodies. Caba la said 
the Clean Air and Water Acts 
helped with many problems, but 
that there is still a long way to go. 
"This is a huge, nationwide 
issue. Just because the lake looks 
cleaner now, it doesn't mean it 
is," Cabala sa id. 
The idea that there is more than 
meets the eye is the thought 
process behind the park district's 
swimming bans. The city's 
Department of Environment 
works closely with the park dis-
trict to inform swimmers of the 
problems and try to improve the 
situat ion. Merritt said the city is 
pushing for better ways to test the 
water. 
'There are inherent problems 
with using E. coli as an indicator 
organism [because] it reproduces 
and can thrive in the open envi-
ronment and the current test 
method accepted by the EPA 
takes over 18 hou rs to complete," 
Merritt said. 
The city and the park district 
are working together on ways to 
"allow real time monitoring of 
the beaches," according to 
Merritt. 
In the meantime. swimmers 
might have to expect bans again 
thi s summer. A regular testing 
policy like the Chicago Park 
District's is essential in urban 
areas, because the public 's best 
interests are in mind , Cabala said. 
" It's not an easy task," Cabala 
sa id. 
given the checkbook to the 
owner. The victim called police 
to report the theft. The check-
book contained $400 in cash, an 
ATM card and an !D. 
I On a Serious Note I continue to bother her. 
Attack o n 
grounds 
Columbia Man charged with public 
indecency inside library 
On May 3 a 20-year-old 
... Or on a public coat female at Columbia'S Wabash 
rack l'!TE!:ram:5i~§E§F=""'~~~--Tflr--' Campus Building, 
623 S. Wabash Ave., 
Officers responded to reported to police 
a report of theft at Pacific that for reasons 
Garden Mission, 646 S. unknown, a 20·year-
State St., on May 1. The old male picked her 
victim, a 44-year-old up and threw her to 
male, reported that he left the ground, and stat· 
his wallet inside his jack. ed that she needed to 
et pocket hanging on a be more aware of her 
coat rack in the mission, s ur r 0 u n din g s . 
He said he observed the Security was sum-
offender walking from !Ii? moned. No injury 
his jacket with the wallet was sustained and. 
in his hand. He tried but when police arrived, 
cou ld not stop the offend- the victim said she 
er, who ran out the front I'!V~R~d::=~~=~~g:~;:;:gg~~=llIif::-' __ --.l would not press 
door, The victim reported t::: charges, but asked 
the incident to police. Ry.n Ougg.nIThe Chronlde that the offender not 
On May 7, a 44-year-old 
female employee of the 
Harold Wash ington Library, 
400 S. State St., reported to 
library security that a 40-year-
old male was fo llowing her as 
she was restocking shelves. 
While maintaining visual con-
tact with the vict im, the 
offender was masturbating. 
The offender was apprehend-
ed by library security, and 
after police were called, was 
arrested. He was charged with 
public indecency and rema ins 
in custody. 
- Illformation compiled 
from the 121h District Chicago 
Police Department records by 
Chronicle staff 
4 
Mission's new locale irks 
local community group 
o Planned move to open space for $20 million Jones College Prep addition 
~K_ ~CiiY B8i1E<I1or 
Even after months of meetings. 
hearings and other assorted gath-
erings , one Chicago-area group. 
aimed at getting its voice heard on 
the issue of where to put the 
Pacific Garden Mission. recently 
directed their frustrations at 
Mayor Richard M. Daley. 
On May 5. a group calling il sc lf 
The Concerned Citizens of the 
Pac ific Garden Mission 
Relocation issued a full -page. 
open lctter addressed to Mayor 
Daley in the Chicago l ournal. a 
South Loop newspaper. In the let-
ter, the group, composed of 20 
Pilscn and University Village res-
idents. outlined 12 reasons why 
the miss ion should not go through 
with its plan to move from its cuc-
rent location at 646 S. State St. to 
its planned destination at 14th 
Place and Canal Street. 
The group's complaints include 
a "poor record of rehabilitation 
[for the mission]," a history of 
sub-par maintenance at the faeili -
ty and the risk the nation's largest 
homeless shelter would pose [0 
"children and the elderly." 
The mission. which has been a 
staple of the South Loop. aiding 
the homeless for more than 80 
years. announced on December 9. 
2004 that it found a two-acre plol 
of land at 14th Place and Canal 
Street after more than si,; years of 
planning and negoti ati ng. The 
move was aided by Chicago 
Public Schools and the city of 
Chicago. The plot "itraddles the 
2nd and 25 th wards. located in 
Pi lsen. 
The mission' s plan would allow 
neighboring Jones College Prep. 
606 S. State St. . to continue with 
its $20 million renovation that 
would include a gym built on the 
lot vacated by the mission. The 
college preparatory high school 
currently serves 720 students and 
has a graduation rate of 93 per-
cent. 
The mission 's move. according 
to Connie Buscemi. a sp<Jkes-
woman for Chicago ' s Department 
Sun, sand and 
testing beaches 
for bacteria 
o Chicago Park District, city searching 
for efficient ways to test waterfaster 
8y Alicia Dorr 
CiIy Bea1 E<I1or 
Every summer, tourists and 
residents alike head to Chicago's 
downtown coastline to enjoy 
Lake Michigan's beaches. 
However, in their search for sun 
and sand, many encounter some-
thing more unwelcome: E. coli 
bacteria. 
Last summer Chicago'S beach-
es were closed 128 times due to 
high bacteria levels. Now, with 
the summer and beach season fast 
approaching. the Chicago Park 
District is ready to begin its regu-
lar water testing regimen in an 
effort to keep swimmers away 
from unsafe water. With the frrst 
beach closing on Lake 
Michigan's shore happening as 
early as April 19 of this year, the 
district is considering new ways 
to combat the problems that 
plague the busy destination. 
"We're very particular about 
the maintenance of the beaches," 
said Lisa Arizzi, a Chicago Park 
District spokeswoman. "There 
are so many envi-
ronmental factors 
that contribute [to 
beach closings]." 
lion _ Chronlclo 
Chicago beac;hes were cloaed 1;!8 times 
Iaat summer due to high bacteria levels. 
CondItlona like heavy rainfall C'ause sewage 
to overflow Into the water and plague 
Chicago In particular because of urbaniza-
tion alOng the shoreline. 
Keeping swim-
mers happy and 
coming back to the 
city's 29 miles of 
lakefront is impor-
tant, but not as 
essential as keep-
ing them from get-
ting sick. The park 
district issues 
swimming bans on 
day. when tests 
.how high level. of 
E. coli, a bacteria 
auociated with 
fecal matter that 
of Planning and Development. 
was approved in March by the 
City Counc il. The mission's new 
facility would include solar heat-
ing. more donn space and a cen-
trally located courtyard. offering 
the mission more than twice the 
space it has now. The mission 
currentl y serves more than 600 
people and is considered one of the 
nation's largest homeless she lters. 
While it appears steps are 
fa ll ing into place for both the mis-
sion and Jones College Prep. 
some groups contend that othe r 
voices in communities affected by 
the planned move need to be 
heard. 
Martha Ve lez. chairwoman of 
The Concerned Citizens of the 
Pac ific Garden Miss ion 
Relocation. said the group has 
been fo llowing the developments 
on both sides since December 
2004. and after voicing concerns 
at numerous meetings with 25th 
Ward Aldennan Danny Solis. the 
mission and CPS. residents' con-
cerns still have not been heard. 
the Environmental Protection 
Agency uses as an indicator for 
potentially harmful waters. 
The beaches on the North Side 
tend to have the most closings, 
Arizzi said. The beaches that are 
affected the most, however, are 
Montrose Avenue and 63rd 
Street, for unknown reasons. 
Factors like heavy rains, flood-
ing of untreated sewage, urban-
ization along the coastline and 




ing to the U.S. 
EPA. If people 
swim in infect-
ed waters , they 
are at risk for 
everything from 
serious staff and 
skin infections to gastral prob-
lems. Rather than put swimmers 
in danger, the park district issues 
a swimming ban for 24 hours. 
The EPA requires that water be 
sampled once a week, but the 
Chicago Park District tests waters 
once a day. Though disappointed 
swimmer. roay think Chicago 
beaches close too often, EPA 
.poke.woman Phillippa Cannon 
said this watchfulness i. a good 
DovId ~ CM>nIcIo 
Pacific Garden Mission, 646. S State St., announced plans In 
December 2004 to move from ~s current spot to 14th Place 
and Canal Street. The new locale will border the 2nd and 25th 
wards, and offer patrons more than twice the space they cur-
rently have. The proposed structure will include a central court-
yard and a greenhouse. 
"We' ve taken aU the proper 
channels," Velez said, "[but] you 
can' t stop your flow of communi-
cation because that's what they 
want you to do. They want you to 
go away." 
thing. 
'The Chicago Park District is 
very vigilant about monitoring 
their beaches," Cannon said. "It 
might seem like they ' re closed 
more often, but this is because 
they are testing more often." 
The park district attempts to 
prevent problems each year by 
picking up trash and implement-
ing other cleaning methods, but 











ment and park 
district officials all around Lake 
Michigan have to handle. In an 
urbanized area like Chicago, 
sewage and waste management 
problems come into play. 
Heavy rainfall causes sewage 
tunnels to overflow into the 
Chicago River, brin,lna E. coli 
and other hannful bacteria levels 
to skyrocket. Thou,h the 
Chicago Water Reclamation 
Diltrict hal a plan to build reoer-
Among the troubles for the 
group, Velez said, was their inabili-
ty to meet with 2nd Wan! Alderman 
Madeline Haithcock. " Haithcock 
See Mission, Page 30 
voirs that would act as a holding 
ceU until the water recedes, the 
problem is sliU serious now. The 
city routinely inspects and repairs 
its sewers along the lake to 
ensure sewage is not migrating to 
the beacbes, according to Lany 
Merritt of the Chicago 
Department of Environment, but 
the problem does exisL 
Because of problems relating 
to sewage, park district automati-
cally issues warnings or bans if 
the lockes on the Chicago River 
are opened during beavy rainfall, 
Arizzi said. 
Sewage problems cannot be 
fixed overnight, which i. why 
Lake Michigan advocacy groups 
and city officials are COIISIIDIIy 
pushing for faster methoda of 
testing walen. Tanya Cabala, for-
mer associate director of the 
advocacy group Lake Michipn 
Pederation, continues to COIIIUIt 
the city on issues such u .... 
testin,. She said a coocdl-.! 
effort to inform the public II 
impMant. 
"P'tnt you have to -. then 
you have to maD SUN you' .. 
le.tln, appropriately,· Ca1lUa 
said. "Tbere can really he a 101 01 
S-a..-. ... S1 
